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Abstract
The University of Alaska Fairbanks maintains a vehicle fleet for use by its staff, faculty, 

and students. Given the multifaceted needs of the campus and the impact that the harsh subarctic 

climate can have on vehicles, management of the fleet to meet the needs of its users is a complex 

task. One method UAF uses to manage the cost of the fleet is to extract the depreciation expense 

from each fleet vehicle into a non-interest bearing recharge account to eventually purchase its 

replacement. While several reviews have been conducted regarding the management of this fleet, 

a gap in research involves analysis of cost of this fleet over its lifecycle. This study examined the 

effects of fleet vehicle lifecycle extension beyond the predetermined 10-year useful life at UAF. 

Three novel datasets were created from UAF Facilities Services' archival maintenance work 

order data: a vehicle dataset, work order dataset, and a panel dataset. Ordinary least squares 

regression methods were used to examine the impact of model year on a vehicle's nominal 

purchase price and the impact of vehicle specification on real purchase price. Fixed and random 

effects panel methods were used to examine the impact of vehicle specification and vehicle age 

on maintenance costs. The effects of extending the fleet lifecycle from ten to twenty-years on 

maintenance and operational cost were estimated. Population dynamics models estimated the 

impact of the ten year lifecycle extension on the replacement fund. The results of this study 

suggested increasing vehicle lifecycles by ten years increased operating, maintenance, and 

replacement costs and effectively reduced the replacement fund purchasing power. The extension 

of vehicle lifecycles resulted in continually increasing rental rates and ultimately to the 

insolvency of the replacement fund.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Background

From acquisition through disposal, how do fleet vehicle age and composition affect 

lifecycle costs? This study analyzed light-duty vehicle maintenance data from the University of 

Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) during the eleven years from July 1, 2007, to June 30, 2017. This study 

investigated the complex dynamics of fleet management. At its core, a fleet is simply a collection 

of vehicles. It just so happens that each vehicle is constructed of thousands of unique parts, 

manufactured and assembled globally, at various points in time, in a technologically driven 

marketplace. Fleet management at UAF aims to balance the cost of properly maintaining a wide 

range of vehicles in a timely and cost-effective manner to ensure safe and reliable transportation 

at an affordable price. Importantly, the fleet must be managed in a manner that meets the diverse 

and seasonal needs of a university community located in the subarctic. Utilizing scarce resources 

and acting within budget constraints, new vehicles must be purchased, maintained according to 

end-user usage levels, and disposed of at the proper time. During the timeframe of this study, 

UAF's 374 vehicle light-duty fleet consisted of 52 models of vehicles, produced by ten different 

manufacturers, in 15 different styles, manufactured between 1977 and 2016.

Context: A subarctic, university fleet
UAF is located in a geographically isolated, extreme environment just south of the Arctic 

Circle in the center of the largest state in the union. UAF is a land, sea, and space grant 

institution that was founded more than forty-one years before Alaska became a state. People 

visit, attend, and work at the University for a Variety of reasons. These students, staff, faculty, 

and community members travel more than a million miles per year using UAF's light-duty 

vehicle fleet (the fleet). The fleet transports our most precious cargo: our people. Vehicle travel 

is inherently dangerous and proper maintenance is critical to a well-functioning and safe vehicle.

Facilities Services (FS) manages the university's transportation needs. The UAF FS 

Equipment & Vehicle Maintenance shop provides diagnostic services as well as maintenance and 

repairs of the fleet. Its staff of mechanics maintains a variety of equipment from lawnmowers to 

Caterpillar 950s, including light-duty, heavy-duty, and emergency vehicles. This study focused 

on the light-duty vehicle fleet (vehicles with a gross weight under 10,000 lbs.) as it constitutes 

the majority of the fleet. The fleet serves approximately 130 distinct customers each year, with 

average annual lease revenues of two million dollars (UAF, 2016).
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Lifecycle
A fleet is defined as a group (as of ships, planes, or trucks) operated under unified control 

(Fleet, n.d.). The individual fleet members affect the characteristics of the whole. Fleet 

composition by nature is not stationary; new vehicles enter while others exit and none escape the 

effects of age. Purchase, maintenance, and surplus are all complex decision-points based on the 

dynamic nature of the fleet.

Time
Over the past fifty years, there have been changes in both automotive technology and 

regulation. Between 1975 and 2015, advances in engine technology increased fuel efficiencies by 

approximately 89% and decreased tailpipe emissions (CO2) by approximately 47% (EPA, 2016). 

However, industry data suggests that fuel efficiency degrades in existing vehicles at a rate of one 

percent or more per year in terms of miles per gallon (MPG; Brown, 2014). Across time, 

automotive safety has also improved. According to the National Highway Transportation Safety 

Administration (NHTSA), front airbags saved 44,869 lives from 1987 to 2015 and became a 

federal requirement in 1999. In 2010 the U.S. Transportation Secretary announced that traffic 

fatalities fell to their lowest level since 1949 even though the vehicle miles traveled in the United 

States have increased in the same period (NHTSA & DOT, n.d.a.).

Purchase decision
Considerations relevant to a typical vehicle purchase might include manufacturer, model, 

year, style, engine size, drivetrain, safety, fuel efficiency, emissions, and color. A vehicle's 

purchase price reflects the choice among these attributes. In economics, with exceptions, we 

generally expect price to decrease across time in competitive markets. However, in the 

automotive marketplace, vehicle prices generally rise over time.

Akerlof (1970) highlighted that vehicle quality is an attribute that cannot be observed at 

the time of purchase: some cars are going to be “lemons” and others “cherries”. Vehicle quality 

can, however, be observed across time. Quality impacts a vehicles expected maintenance needs 

which are then reflected in downtime throughout a vehicle's lifecycle. Once a vehicle has 

entered the fleet, its unique attributes will continue to affect both operational and maintenance 

costs. For example, we can expect larger engines to consume more fuel than smaller engines. 

The time dynamic nature of fleet vehicle purchases leads to a heterogeneous composition that 

changes across time.
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Use
Usage is perhaps the most significant variable in fleet management. Usage needs 

determine the fleet's composition, directly impact operational costs and contribute to the 

degradation of the vehicles condition. Just as we expect the typical use of four-wheel drive trucks 

to differ from sedans, we expect their resulting maintenance costs to also differ. Further, the 

quantity of use will determine the frequency of maintenance. The degradation of a vehicle 

through use affects the vehicle's value and is captured by the accounting concept of depreciation.

Disposal
Vehicles leave the fleet through accidents, attrition, and obsolescence. UAF has a unique 

financial arrangement that it utilizes to purchase replacement vehicles. As a vehicle is 

depreciated across its useful life, its depreciation expenses are captured as a revenue stream in a 

replacement fund. This “replacement” fund uses a vehicle's depreciation to replace itself. These 

depreciation revenues are captured and held in a non-interest-bearing account. This concept is 

intended to produce a self-sustaining vehicle fleet.

Problem statements
Specific aim #1
Examine the effect of model year on the nominal purchase price of a vehicle.

Hypothesis #1
An increase in the model year will increase the nominal purchase price of a vehicle.

Specific aim #2
Examine the effects of vehicle specifications (style, engine type, engine size, and 

drivetrain) on the real purchase price of a vehicle.

Hypothesis #2
As the purchase decision moves from sedan to truck, the purchase price should increase. 

As engine size increases, the purchase price will increase. The increase in price by engine size 

should be categorically reflected in engine type. As the drivetrain style goes from two-wheel to 

four-wheel, the purchase price will increase.

Specific aim #3
Examine the effect of vehicle age on total annual maintenance type, frequency, and cost.

3



Hypothesis #3
As age increases, the type of maintenance will become more complex and involved, with 

greater frequency and increasing annual maintenance cost.

Specific aim #4
Examine the effects of vehicle specifications (style, engine size, and drivetrain) on annual 

maintenance costs.

Hypothesis #4
As vehicle style moves from sedan to truck, the annual maintenance cost will increase. 

As engine size increases, the annual maintenance cost will increase. As drivetrain goes from two- 

wheel to four-wheel annual maintenance costs will increase.

Specific aim #5
Examine the impacts of average fleet age on capital, operations, and maintenance costs.

Hypothesis #5
As the average fleet age decreases, capital cost will increase while maintenance and 

operations costs decrease.

Specific aim #6
Examine the effects of extending the vehicle lifecycle on fleet replacement fund.

Hypothesis #6
An extension in the fleet lifecycle beyond its defined useful life will result in the 

inefficient use of depreciation revenue and lead to the fund's insolvency.

Analytical Framework
Archival data on fleet maintenance was deconstructed to create a vehicle dataset that 

contained only light-duty vehicles active from July 1, 2006, to June 30, 2017. The vehicle dataset 

was comprised of individual vehicle attribute information. Linear regression using ordinary least 

squares methods were performed on the vehicle dataset to estimate the impact of vehicle 

attributes on both real and nominal vehicle purchase price. The vehicle dataset was used to 

restrict the archival data and produce a work order dataset. The structure of the archival data lent 

naturally to panel data analysis, so the vehicle and work order data were recombined into a panel 

dataset. Linear unobserved effects regression using fixed effects (FE) and random effects (RE) 

methods estimated the effect of age and fleet composition on maintenance costs. Descriptive 

statistics from the panel dataset were used to build a model fleet. The model and actual fleet were 
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contrasted to determine the effects of reducing the average fleet age on maintenance and 

operating costs. Finally, population dynamics modeling was conducted using mean data to 

examine the effect of a lifecycle extension on the university's replacement funding methodology 

and fleet population level.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review and Background
Primary Vehicle Fleet Stakeholder: UAF

The Alaska Territorial Governor established the University of Alaska on May 3, 1917. 

Nearly 60 years later, in 1975, it was expanded into the University of Alaska (UA) system by the 

Alaska Constitution. The UA system is composed of three primary campuses or major academic 

units (MAU's): University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA), University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF), 

and University of Alaska Southeast (UAS). Each of the MAU's functions as an independent 

university with separate administrative staff, faculty, student bodies, and satellite campuses. The 

governing body of the UA system is the Board of Regents (BOR), which presides in Fairbanks. 

The BOR is responsible for the direction and policy of the UA system. With direction from the 

BOR and UA president, the chancellor of each university governs their respective MAU.

At UAF, maintenance of buildings and equipment is performed by UAF's Facilities 

Services (FS), which is comprised of highly skilled crafts and trades employees. Facilities 

Services houses a garage staffed with mechanics where vehicle maintenance is performed, a 

warehouse where parts are inventoried, and a customer service department where records are 

maintained. These individual FS units collectively manage, operate, and maintain the university 

vehicle fleet. Three significant reviews have evaluated the management of the fleet. The first was 

the 1995 State of Alaska Vehicle Fleet Management audit report (Alaska State Legislature, 

1995). The second was the 2005 Mercury Associates Fleet Program and Performance Review 

(Mercury Associates, 2005). The third was the 2016 Fleet Management and Motor Pool Special 

Program Review (UAF, 2016). The following is a summary of the three fleet reviews.

The Reviews
The state audit was conducted on the 531 vehicles in the UA system, of which 344 were 

located at UAF. The state audit focused on methods of procurement, maintenance, and use 

within the UA system. A primary focus of the audit was the degree to which management and 

oversight of vehicles were centralized.

Effective central management commonly addresses six components related to vehicle 

operations: depreciation, fuel, maintenance, usage, economy, and safety. It has been well 

established that the importance of each individual component may vary but in order to 

attain effective management, all factors must be considered (Alaska State Legislature, 

1995, p.1).
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The state audit found that “the current management and maintenance practices followed 

by UA are highly decentralized. Responsibility rests with each department to manage and 

maintain their vehicles” (Alaska State Legislature, 1995, p. 39). The results of which were that 

overall, UA does not effectively purchase, manage, or maintain their vehicles. This 

ineffective process results predominantly from UA's decentralized structure of vehicle 

management...We found three main areas where departmental autonomy has led to 

questionable fleet management practices: purchasing, usage, and maintenance (Alaska 

State Legislature, 1995, p. 39)

The state recommended the BOR establish a centralized fleet management system that utilizes 

the State Equipment Fleet (SEF) contracts to purchase vehicles. Further, it was recommended 

that fleet usage be recorded daily by drivers and routinely analyzed by fleet management.

Mercury Associates (2005) reviewed the UA vehicle and equipment fleet, which 

consisted of 688 assets. Of those, 507 assets resided at UAF, and approximately 400 were light

duty vehicles. The report found a clear best practice, and a dominant trend over the past 20 years 

was the consolidation of fleet management functions into one centralized service organization. 

Economies of scale are obtained when all maintenance and repair activities are under a single 

jurisdiction. This trend toward consolidation

can be traced to the increasing complexity and cost of fleet management and to a 

simultaneous increase in emphasis on governmental efficiency - particularly in the face of 

hard economic times and reduced funding. During this period, development in such areas 

as information technology, human resources management and professional development, 

risk management, regulation of environmental protection and occupational safety and 

health, and automotive technology have essentially changed the definition of "effective" 

fleet management, making it prohibitively expensive for many small, independent fleet 

management organizations to keep up (Mercury Associates, 2005, p.9).

Mercury Associates (2005) concluded the methodology for fleet replacement was inconsistent. 

As a result, the average fleet age was excessive, and the report implied the cost of maintaining 

the fleet was unnecessarily high. Fleet rates did not recover all costs as a result, and the 

university was subsidizing fleet operations. The university was not taking full advantage of cost 

savings opportunities that purchasing through the SEF might offer. The reliance on student labor 

and other untrained staff who used inappropriate facilities and equipment for vehicle 
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maintenance was a liability for the university. The university failed to benefit from a fully robust 

fleet maintenance management software. Finally, Mercury Associates (2005) found no evidence 

of daily usage being recorded.

As the University transitioned to a centralized fleet system, FS regularly performed and 

tracked vehicle maintenance on all non-department owned vehicles (Mercury Associates, 2005). 

Maintaining complete and accurate maintenance records is integral to the custodianship of state 

property. However, vehicles owned by departments at the time of the state audit, 64% of which 

were 15 years old or older by the mid-2000s, were “grandfathered in”(Klein, 2009; Mercury 

Associates, 2005). The inclusion of such vehicles resulted in departments continuing to operate 

independently of Facilities Services. The subsequent hybrid model of ownership has been 

associated with difficulties in implementing replacement, maintenance, and safety standards. 

Klein (2009) found that department-owned vehicles continued to be used throughout the 

community. Because inadequately maintained vehicles can be associated visually with the 

university, it reflected poorly on the entire university system. Furthermore, technological 

advancement in safety features such as airbags, rollover protection, and crashworthiness in 

today's vehicles are all much better than in pre-1995 vehicles. Given the inadequate maintenance, 

lack of safety features common in vehicles of the time, and excessive age, these vehicles were 

deemed beyond their useful life (Klein, 2009).

The internal Fleet Management & Motor Pool Special Program Review of 2016 focused 

on fleet management, purchasing, and disposal activities at UAF. The review included 315 

vehicles and equipment, 224 of which were light-duty vehicles. It found that the best time to sell 

vehicles is right before a major repair or breakdown and that indirect costs, including downtime, 

fuel efficiency, safety upgrades, image, and morale, should also be considered. Encouragingly, 

the internal review (2016) concluded that the UAF fleet had become centralized: vehicles were 

owned primarily by UAF FS and tracked using facility management software. SEF contracts 

were used to purchase vehicles, and rates reflect the actual cost of ownership. Efficient use was 

ensured, and vehicles with unsafe conditions were fixed or replaced. Maintenance records were 

retained in a single location, vehicle usage was monitored, and the vehicles were maintained by 

trained and certified staff.

The following recommendations from the state audit, Mercury, and internal reviews are 

relevant to this study and have yet to be implemented:
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1. Vehicle usage should be recorded on a routine basis. This information should be compiled 

and reviewed by fleet and departmental managers (Alaska State Legislature, 1995; Mercury 

Associates, 2005; UAF, 2016).

2. Fully robust fleet maintenance software coupled with telemetric tracking will increase 

intervals by which this data, such as mileage, is collected. Analysis of this information can 

aid many facets of fleet management including maintenance, usage, fuel consumption, and 

user behavior (Mercury Associates, 2005; UAF, 2016)

3. Firm fleet replacement criteria need to be established based on a combination of factors 

including age, mileage, physical and mechanical condition (Mercury Associates, 2005). 

Components of Fleet Management
Centralization of fleet management can provide a reliable and safe mode of transportation 

through a consistent replacement methodology and standard of maintenance. With the data 

gathered through centralization, parameters can be determined to analyze the operational 

condition of a vehicle. Using maintenance data to make fleet decisions can result in the reduction 

of maintenance and operation expenses, allowing for fleet services at a reasonable cost. Utilizing 

the framework of the state audit: this study examined effective centralized fleet management 

based upon the following seven components: usage, depreciation, fuel, environmental impact, 

maintenance, safety, and economy.

Usage
Usage is perhaps the most significant variable in fleet management. The benefits of a 

fleet are derived from its use. The concept of depreciation exists to account for this phenomenon. 

The needs of the end-user determine the individual members of a fleet. The summation of these 

needs determines the composition of the fleet. The fleet manager needs to balance the diverse 

and seasonal needs of the university with a fleet that is, in the short run, fixed in size and 

composition. Vehicle lifecycle analysis tracks how a vehicle is used from purchase through 

disposal.

At an individual level, usage drives operational and maintenance costs. Fuel 

consumption, maintenance needs, vehicle condition, and environmental impact are all functions 

of the type and quantity of use. On a cost per mile basis, underutilized vehicles are inefficient 

and often the most expensive (Why utilization analysis, n.d). Overutilization can result in 

unexpected maintenance costs and poorer vehicle conditions. Lifecycle analysis requires the fleet 
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manager to categorize every vehicle by age, type, and miles driven. With this information, fleet 

managers are more capable of creating management plans that balance the removal and 

replacement of vehicles with the need to minimize disruption to fleet services (Why utilization 

analysis, n.d).

The wide range of functions at a university results in a variety of demands placed on its 

vehicle fleet. The realities in higher ed vary from other industries,” says Bryan Flansburg, 

president of National Association of Fleet Administrators, “We say vehicles are underutilized if 

they're not driving 12,000 miles per year. But that doesn't work on campus, even large campuses 

might be just a few miles wide” (as cited in Papandrea, 2017, p.27). Similarly, at UAF, the state 

audit found that annual average mileage was less than 5,800 miles (Alaska State Legislature, 

1995). However, "without vehicle fleets, many higher ed institutions would function in gridlock. 

Facilities technicians wouldn't be able to go out and make repairs, and police would have 

difficulty patrolling... Fleet is a vital part of keeping an entire organization moving," says 

Florida International University's fleet manager (as cited in Papandrea, 2017, p.27).

Depreciation
Depreciation is the depletion of an asset's usefulness across time and through use. It is 

the greatest expense incurred by a fleet (Alaska State Legislature, 1995; Mercury Associates, 

2005). The UA Accounting and Administrative Manual B-01 Service/Recharge Centers dictate 

the use of the straight-line method of depreciation (UAF, n.d.). The straight-line method is the 

simplest way to recognize the depletion of an asset evenly across its useful life. A noninterest

bearing account known as the “replacement” fund is capitalized by deducting depreciation 

expense from vehicle rental revenues. Because the amount of depreciation is calculated at the 

time of purchase, it is a predictable “revenue” stream for the replacement fund. For example, in 

the case of a single vehicle, UAF purchases vehicle A for price p and depreciates it across its 

useful life c. The result is

p/c = d

where d is the deprecation expense per year. The replacement fund F treats depreciation d as 

revenue. At the end of a vehicle's life c the replacement fund balance is

d*c = p = F.

When vehicle A has reached the end of its useful life, its replacement is purchased

F - p = 0
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and the process begins anew.

Fuel
Fuel is the second-largest operating cost of a fleet (Brown, 2014) and makes up roughly 

20% of the total monthly vehicle expenses (Alaska State Legislature, 1995). Automotive fuel 

efficiency has improved across time, reducing the fuel expense for fleets (EPA, 2016). The 

average miles per gallon (MPG) increased from 13.1 in 1975 to 24.8 in 2015, equivalent to a 

gain of approximately 89% (EPA, 2016). In contrast, fuel mileage degrades in existing vehicles 

at a rate of roughly one percent MPG per year (Brown, 2014). Therefore, the impacts of vehicle 

age on fuel efficiency are two-fold (Hard & Soft Cost, 2010). First, technological advances result 

in new vehicles' fuel efficiency continually increasing. Second, with age, fuel efficiency is 

continuously decreasing (Hard & Soft Cost, 2010). Finally, climate impacts fuel efficiency. The 

Alaska Center for Energy and Power (ACEP) calculated that fuel efficiency declines by as much 

as 25% during the winter (UAF & ACEP, 2008).

Environment
UAF's fleet emissions impose a negative externality on the Fairbanks community. The 

2015 UAF sustainability report on greenhouse gas emissions gave UAF's transportation services 

and operations, which includes the entirety of UAF's vehicle and equipment fleet, a score of 4.63 

out of 12 (Brendle Group, 2015). This is noteworthy in the Fairbanks North Star Borough, 

where emissions are 64% higher than the national average (UAF & ACEP, 2008). “The fraction 

of CO emission attributed to on-road motor vehicles is higher in Fairbanks than in the national 

inventory, reflecting the large contribution of cold-start emissions in Fairbanks" (Transportation 

Research Board & National Research Council 2002, pp. 26-27). Plugging in a vehicle for over 

four hours reduces initial idle CO emissions by over 70% compared to cold start idling (Elson, 

2000).

Fairbanks, Alaska, is one of the most challenging carbon monoxide (CO) nonattainment 

areas in the country due to three factors (Transportation Research Board & National Research 

Council, 2002). In the winter, the city experiences increased vehicle CO emissions, has long- 

lasting and robust temperature inversions, which are exacerbated by its river valley location. In 

1995, 69% of CO emissions in Fairbanks were attributed to motor vehicle traffic. By 2001, this 

had declined by approximately 33%, even though vehicle miles traveled had increased during 

that time. Ninety percent of that reduction came from fleet turnover. From 1975 until 2015
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vehicles say fuel efficiency improve by approximately 89% and tailpipe emissions (CO2) 

decrease by roughly 47% as can be seen in Figure 1(EPA, 2016; Transportation Research Board 

& National Research Council 2002).

Figure 1. Fuel economy and emissions 1975-2015.

Maintenance
There are two types of maintenance: proactive (scheduled) and reactive (unscheduled). 

Preventive maintenance (PM) is scheduled based on time, mileage, engine hours, or gallons of 

fuel used. Scheduled servicing, inspections, and repairs prevent potential problems while 

maximizing vehicle availability and lifespan by reducing vehicle breakdowns (Antoine & 

Stevenson, 1984; Bartole, 2006). Every vehicle's owner manual contains the manufacturer's 

recommended preventive maintenance service intervals. Fleet vehicles that are used by multiple 

drivers, operated in off-road or dusty conditions, with extensive idling or low-speed driving 

require service more frequently (Bartole, 2006). Regularly scheduled services have the added 

benefit of ensuring that UAF fleet vehicles are compliant with the Alaska Department of 

Transportation requirements (DOT).

Reactive maintenance is unscheduled maintenance and repair (MR). It is most often due 

to a lack of preventive maintenance (Bartole, 2006). Reactive maintenance can be costly, 

unpredictable, results in greater downtime, and should be minimized by a proactive preventive 

maintenance program (Bartole, 2006). Proper preventive maintenance as well as maintenance 

and repair prevent vehicles from becoming unsafe. Both types of maintenance may make the 
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difference between avoiding an accident and incurring a significant liability (Alaska State 

Legislature, 1995; Bartole, 2006). Similarly, proper maintenance helps prevent litigation from 

negligence (Alaska State Legislature, 1995; Bartole, 2006).

A properly maintained vehicle provides the lowest operating cost, increases warranty 

recovery, and reduces downtime. Expenses should be tracked on a per-unit basis with detailed 

operating and maintenance records (Alaska State Legislature, 1995; Antoine & Stevenson, 1984; 

Bartole, 2006; Dolce, 1984). Akerlof (1970) highlighted that quality is an attribute that cannot be 

observed at the time of purchase; it can, however, be found through observation across time. 

Maintenance records should be monitored and analyzed routinely to determine which vehicles 

have excessive maintenance costs (lemons) and enable proactive decisions regarding vehicle 

efficiency and replacement (Bartole, 2006). Fleet managers should track parts, labor, and fuel to 

identify vehicles that have expenses falling outside of acceptable parameters (Alaska State 

Legislature, 1995; Bartole, 2006). Fuel/mileage monitoring allows for the analysis of vehicle 

maintenance on a cost-per-mile basis, which can be compared across vehicles in a similar class 

(Dolce, 1984). Additionally, fuel/mileage monitoring controls the consumption of fuel, identifies 

and prevents fraud and theft, monitors vehicle health, and usage rates. Finally, tracking repair 

costs per-mile can help identify vehicles that need to be removed early due to excess cost (Dolce, 

1984).

Maintenance and repair costs are variable expenses that depend on usage. Vehicles that 

are not properly maintained may be prone to excessive breakdowns requiring expensive repairs 

(Hard & Soft Cost, 2010). Such breakdowns can cause a vehicle to be out of service when least 

expected and possibly when most needed. Given that FS rents more than 50% of the fleet, 

downtime results in the lost productivity of a revenue generator (Hard & Soft Cost, 2010). One 

can conceptualize maintenance with the following function

M(q, a, u,Mt-1) 

where M represents annual maintenance cost and is a function of q (quality), a (age), u (use), and 

Mt-1 (previous maintenance).

Safety
The average accident rate in a fleet is 20 percent (Alaska State Legislature, 1995). Age, 

use, maintenance, regulation, and the passage of time play essential roles in fleet safety. 

"Pioneering features on the most high-end vehicle just five or ten years ago are now standard on 
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even the most basic vehicles" (Hard & Soft Cost, 2010, p. 30). Advances in safety technology in 

the past 50 years have saved lives. Through technological advances and government regulation, 

we have seen the implementation of front driver and passenger airbags (1999), which are 

estimated to have saved 44,869 lives between 1987 to 2015 (NHTSA & DOT, n.d.b.). In 2007, 

Electronic Stability Control (ESC) was mandated on all passenger and light-duty vehicles and 

had been estimated to have saved 2,202 lives between 2008 and 2010 (NHTSA & DOT, n.d.b.). 

By 2010, automotive advances have resulted in the lowest level of traffic fatalities in the US 

since 1949 despite the ever-increasing use of vehicle travel (NHTSA & DOT, n.d.a.).

Automotive safety regulation is an ongoing process. For example, today, whiplash is the 

most common type of injury in motor vehicle accidents (Policies & Legislation, n.d.). The 

National Highway Transportation and Safety Administration (NHTSA) found that, annually, 

approximately 800,000 whiplash injuries occur and result in a total cost of approximately $2.7 

billion in 2002 dollars (NHTSA & DOT, 2010). In 2009, the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety 

Standard (FMVSS) 202A was implemented, requiring more stringent headrests to help reduce 

this type of injury.

However, automotive technology advances are often subject to dispute. For example, in 

2008, the NHTSA concluded there is no evidence that daytime running lights provide enough of 

a safety benefit to require federal regulation. However, daytime running lights have been 

mandated by a variety of countries for over 50 years, including Finland in 1972, Sweden (1977), 

Norway (1986), Iceland (1988), and Denmark and Canada in 1990 (Williams & Lancaster, 

1995). Without government intervention in the form of regulation, vehicle safety features are left 

to the marketplace. For example, despite their well-documented safety benefits, several US 

automotive manufactures did not make safety features such as side airbags or stability control 

standard until 2010 (Lancaster, 2010).

Economy
There are several ways that fleets can take advantage of economies of scale. For example, 

taking advantage of the SEF contracts allows for price discounts, which reduces the capital 

needed for vehicle replacement (Alaska State Legislature, 1995; Mercury Associates, 2005; 

UAF, 2016). Renee Jordan, the fleet manager for the University of Michigan, found that 

standardization in vehicle selection reduces the required number of inventory parts on hand, 

specialty tools and training needed, and reduces average maintenance costs through increased 
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maintenance efficiency (as cited in Papandrea 2017, pp. 27-28). The reduction in parts inventory 

can lead to further discounts through targeted bulk purchasing (Alaska State Legislature, 1995). 

Significance of this Study: Vehicle Lifecycle
A vehicle's lifecycle is determined through the balancing of the critical components of 

fleet management. Criteria should be developed for replacing vehicles before maintenance and 

repair costs become excessive (Antoine & Stevenson, 1984). However, replacement criteria are 

established at the time of purchase to compute depreciation (Dolce, 1984). The criteria typically 

include age, accumulated mileage, and cumulative repair costs. Criteria should also set a limit on 

repair costs as a percentage of replacement cost for determining whether to undertake major 

repairs (Antoine & Stevenson, 1984). Further consideration should be given to variation in 

within-class vehicle conditions. Some vehicles may be more reliable and less costly to operate 

than others in a class (Bibona, 2015). A fleet manager's approach to these criteria can be 

categorized by two schools of thought: shorter versus longer vehicle lifecycle.

Benefits of a shorter lifecycle include predictability in fleet operating and maintenance 

cost, improved safety features, and improved corporate image and driver morale (Hard & Soft 

Cost, 2010; Have you fully optimized, 2017). Drawbacks of a shorter lifecycle include increased 

capital needs for new vehicle purchases (Have you fully optimized, 2017). “Further, regarding 

safety, should the extension of the cycle go to the point where vehicles are unreliable and proven 

unsafe, the liability exposure to the company is immeasurable" (Hard & Soft Cost, 2010, p.32)

Benefits of longer lifecycles include flexibility in amortization terms (including 

expensive specialty equipment) and ease in management around vehicle replacement (Have you 

fully optimized, 2017). Disadvantages of longer lifecycles include increased variability in 

maintenance and operations costs (Have you fully optimized, 2017). While managers who keep 

vehicles past the point where the lease is paid enjoy the lack of lease payments, the price they 

pay is higher maintenance costs. The repairs needed on these older vehicles likely take longer to 

complete and are more variable in cost (Have you fully optimized, 2017). In sum, maintaining a 

fleet with longer lifecycles is more complex to manage.

"There is no one formula for determining the short-lifecycle versus long-lifecycle tipping 

point, which is why careful evaluation using predictive analytics is so important. Using actual 

fleet and market data to understand how key factors impact the total cost of ownership for either 
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scenario is crucial to understanding which strategy may be a good fit" (Have you fully 

optimized, 2017
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Chapter 3: Methods
Analytical Framework

A vehicle master list and the accompanying work order data were extracted from the 

archival UAF work order data. The effect of the model year, style, engine size, and drivetrain 

type on purchase price was explored using OLS regression analysis on the vehicle dataset. The 

effect of age, maintenance type, style, engine size, and drivetrain on total annual maintenance 

cost was explored using linear unobserved models on the panel data. Age and maintenance types 

were analyzed using fixed effects (FE) models, while the time-invariant variables of style, engine 

size, and drivetrain were analyzed using random effects (RE) models. Mean maintenance cost 

data and vehicle attributes were combined to construct a model fleet. The effects of decreasing 

the average age of a fleet vehicle were examined by contrasting the actual and model fleets. A 

typical vehicle's lifecycle was mapped and used to analyze the effects of extending the vehicle 

lifecycle on the replacement model used by UAF. Excel was used for data collection, lifecycle, 

and population dynamics modeling. Stata version 15.1 was used to clean data, calculate 

descriptive statistics, and perform regression analyses. The following flow chart represents the 

dataset creation process.

Figure 2. Dataset creation work flow.

Archival data
UAF FS utilizes AiM from Asset Works as the single repository of asset information.

Asset Works is a provider of maintenance management software to public and private 

institutions. Their AiM module is an Integrated Workplace Management System (IWMS) in 

which asset information and maintenance workflows are generated and recorded. AiM was used 

to generate a report on all vehicle maintenance activities from July 1, 2006, to June 30, 2017.
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The original data was extracted from the AiM system on October 16, 2017, and is comprised of

12 variables (see Table 1 for details).

Table 1. Original Work Order Variables.
Variable Description
Asset Alaska Department of Transportation identification number (E#)
Work order Unique work order identification number
Work order description A detailed description of work to be performed
Phase Unique phase level identification number
Phase description Phase specific description of work to be performed
Category Work categories such as M&R or PM
Hours Number of labor hours per work order
Labor The nominal cost of labor per hour in USD
Materials The nominal cost of materials per work order in USD
Total Total nominal cost of labor and materials per work order in USD
Date created Date of work order creation

More than one phase can be present for a given work order. For clarity and tractability, 

each pairwise combination of work order and phase was combined into one unique identifier 

called a work order phase. The date created was used to group work by fiscal year (FY), which 

starts July 1 and ends June 30.

Table 2 shows that 14,131 work order phases were generated on 511 assets from the 

fiscal year 2007 through 2017. Asset information was recorded on 8,279 of the work orders. The 

work orders were categorized into 13 different categories. Labor cost (M = $344.88, SD = 

$2,783.51), material cost (M = $402.13, SD = $2,591.26), and total cost (M = $1,473.54, SD = 

$7,134.04) ranged from zero dollar to $179,064.80, $154,277.10, and $420,233.90, respectively. 

The high total amounts for labor hours, labor cost, material cost, and total cost suggested that 

these data contained work orders not specific to the fleet.

The original work order data (see Table 2) were cleaned, standardized, and de-identified. 

The data collection and cleaning process resolved ambiguous questions or decisions by giving 

the benefit of the doubt to the university. Asset information was extracted from the phase and 

work order descriptions to fill in missing asset observations where possible. The category 

variable was standardized by reduction from 13 categories to two: maintenance & repair (MR) 

and preventive maintenance (PM). Both MR and PM were dichotomous variables used in 

analyses where the variable was equal to one if present and zero otherwise. Revenue from rental 

charges and non-vehicle maintenance data were removed.
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The 511 assets in the original data included all UAF FS vehicles and equipment. The 

focus of this research was the light-duty fleet vehicles. The archival work order data was 

manually cleaned to create a new data set. This transformed work order data resulted in the 

vehicle dataset, which included all UAF owned light-duty vehicles active during the fiscal years 

2007-2017.

Table 2. UAF FS Archival Work Order Data.
Variable Obs. M SD Min Max
Asset 8,279 283.89 125.27 1 511
Work order phase 14,138 7,063.29 4,080.413 1 14,131
Fiscal year 14,138 2011 3.27 2007 2017
Work order description 14,138 4,353.77 2,615.33 1 8,421
Phase description 14,138 6,186.99 3,737.22 1 12,092
Category 14,138 6.86 2.02 1 13
Hours 14,138 5.47 53.13 0.00 3,224.25
Labor $ 14,138 344.88 2,783.51 0.00 179,064.80
Materials $ 14,138 402.13 2,591.26 0.00 154,277.10
Total $ 14,138 1,473.54 7,134.04 0.00 420,233.90
Note. This table tabulates the descriptive statistics from the original UAF FS work order data for the period of July 
1, 2006, through June 30, 2017. An asset is a vehicle or equipment with an Alaska DOT identification number. The 
work order phase represents a unique official request to perform a maintenance task, which is described at both the 
work order and phase levels. Category defines the type of work. Hours is the number of labor hours billed to a work 
order phase. Total $, Material $, and Labor $ are in nominal USD.

Vehicle dataset
The vehicles in this study were selected from the archival work order data to satisfy the

following criteria:

1. Light-duty vehicles only, no equipment

2. Vehicle on UAF main campus only, not from a satellite campus

3. UAF FS owned vehicle only, no department-owned vehicles

4. Have a valid VIN recorded

5. Have an acquired dated recorded

6. Have a purchase price recorded

7. Two or more maintenance records between fiscal years 2007-2017

A VIN search was performed on all vehicles meeting the inclusion criteria to gather and

confirm vehicle specific information such as make, model, model year, as well as engine type 

and size, drivetrain type, and safety information. Vehicle style was classified per the VIN search 

results as follows: sedan, minivan, passenger van, cargo van, box van, regular cab, extended cab, 
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crew cab, chassis cab, dually, and SUV. The vehicle model was standardized to be more similar 

across time. For example, Chevrolet C and K models later became the Silverado series, and all 

were classified under Silverado. Vehicles engine size was measured in liters and categorized into 

four engine types (4-Cylinder, 6-Cylinder, 8-Cylinder, and 10-Cylinder). There are four 

drivetrain types: rear-wheel drive (RWD), front-wheel drive (FWD), all-wheel drive (AWD), 

four-wheel drive (4WD).

Fuel efficiency and environmental impact information were collected from the 

Environmental Protection Agency fuel efficiency website (EPA; n.d.), included fuel efficiency in 

miles per gallon, greenhouse gas emissions in grams per mile of CO2 (tailpipe emission), and US 

tons per year of CO2 . The Environmental Protection Agency estimates used throughout this study 

were the combined city/highway mileage based on 45% highway, 55% city, driving 15,000 miles 

annually. All fuel price components were based on the AAA national average gas price as of 

March 24, 2018, of $2.602 per gallon unless otherwise noted (AAA, 2018).

Safety information was collected via VIN search and supplemented by edmunds.com 

(Edmunds, n.d.), original equipment manufacturer's websites, and owner's manuals. The 

variables used to create a standardized safety score using rank-ordered preference are included in 

Appendix A. For example, braking systems were scored using preferential order resulted in the 

following: front/rear ventilated disk brakes > ventilated front/solid rear disc brakes > front/rear 

solid disc brakes > front disk/rear drum brakes. Each brake type was given a weighted score in 

descending order from 1 to .25 in quarter increments and zero if the feature was not present. All 

vehicles were scored according to their safety characteristics. These scores were pooled by six 

seating arrangements to evaluate safety based upon available features. The safety score ranged 

from the minimum (xmin) to maximum (xmax) for each category as well as the actual score 

achieved for each vehicle (xit). The range of score based upon group is summarized in Appendix 

A. The different rank scales were standardized and normalized on a scale of 1-100 as follows

The year of service variable was created to capture the effects of age on a vehicle. Typical new 

vehicle release dates roughly coincide with UAF's fiscal year. Year of service is a continuous 

variable calculated by subtracting the vehicle model year from UAF fiscal year plus one. Both 

nominal and real purchase prices were reported. This culminated in the vehicle dataset which
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where β0 is the intercept, β1 is the parameter associated with x1, and u is the error term. 

Utilizing the Gauss-Markov Theorem, when the following five assumptions are satisfied, we can 

conclude that the OLS method of regression produces best linear unbiased estimators per 

Wooldridge (2013)

1) Linear in parameters y = β0 + β1x1+... +βkxk + u

2) Random sampling

3) No perfect collinearity

4) Zero conditional mean of E(u|x1,x2, ...,xk) = 0 and

5) Homogeneity of variance is Var(u|x1, ...,Xk) = σ2

Additionally, while errors need only to be identically and independently distributed (iid) to 

estimate coefficients, the assumption of normality is necessary for hypothesis testing (Chen, 

Ender, Mitchell, & Wells, 2003). OLS methods were used in the analysis of the vehicle dataset.

The fleet replacement methodology at UAF relies on the depreciation revenues from a 

vehicle to purchase its replacement at the end of its useful life. The useful life, established at the 

time of purchase, determines the depreciation “revenue” of a vehicle. Given that the depreciation 

revenue is held in a noninterest-bearing account, I hypothesized that these depreciation revenues 

would not cover the replacement cost in the future due to an increase in vehicle purchase prices 

with time. This hypothesis was tested using OLS regression to examine the effect of model year 

on the nominal purchase price. I further hypothesized that vehicle specifications would affect the
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consisted of 374 observations across 157 variables. The vehicle dataset was used to remove work 

orders from the archival work order data not specific to the light-duty vehicle fleet.

Linear Regression Analysis
Multiple regression analysis using the ceteris paribus assumption is important both for 

testing economic theories and for evaluating policy effects when using nonexperimental data 

(Wooldridge, 2013). Multiple regression analysis using the ordinary least squares (OLS) is a 

common method used to estimate the unknown effect of changing one variable over another 

(Torres-Reyna, 2007). OLS estimators minimize the average squared difference between the 

actual values of Y and their predicted values. The following is the general multivariate linear 

regression model used in this study



real purchase price. This hypothesis was tested using OLS regression to examine the effect of the 

vehicle attributes style, engine size, engine type, and drivetrain on the real purchase price.

However, within-cluster dependence violates the assumptions of OLS regression 

methods, namely that of zero conditional mean of E(u|x1,x2, ...,xk) = 0, resulting in inefficient 

estimators, incorrect standard errors, and the potential for bias (Rabe-Hesketh & Skrondal, 

2012). The heterogeneity of the fleet results from the purchase of different types of vehicles 

across time; however, there are still similarities within vehicle class. These similarities within 

vehicle clusters are hypothesized to affect total maintenance costs. Specifically, assumption four 

is violated because of the unobserved effects such as quality. Fixed Effects (FE) and Random 

Effects (RE) are two panel methods that address this problem.

Time series data consists of a single phenomenon observed at multiple periods. Cross

sectional data consists of multiple phenomena observed at a single period. Panel data consists of 

multiple phenomena observed over numerous periods. Panel data observes the behavior of 

entities across time and is useful for policy analysis and program evaluation (Wooldridge, 2013). 

Hierarchical modeling was used to perform analysis at multiple levels (vehicle, vehicle group, 

and fleet). Among the benefits of panel data, it can help control for individual unobserved 

heterogeneity, where the omitted variable is systematically correlated with the explanatory 

variable (Baltagi, 2005). For example, vehicle quality “lemon” or “cherry” can be controlled for 

to estimate the cost of annual maintenance more accurately.

The primary limitations to panel data are typically in design and data collection problems 

such as coverage, nonresponse, recall, frequency of data collection, reference period, and time

in-sample bias (Baltagi, 2005). The UAF maintenance program and the use of archival data 

minimize these problems. However, distortion of measurement errors such as misreporting of 

responses (maintenance activities) and non-response (unrecorded maintenance) present validity 

concerns when working with this data (Baltagi, 2005).

Work orders dataset
The archival data was reduced to include only maintenance records for the light-duty 

vehicles in the vehicle dataset. These records included labor, materials, and total maintenance 

cost. A word bank was created from which unique maintenance activities were identified. The 

maintenance activities were categorized into primary and secondary systems. The variable Sum 

reported the aggregation of these maintenance activities on a per work order basis. In 
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where β0 is the intercept, βk are the parameters to estimate and vit is the composite error term.

Most panel data applications utilize a one-way error component model for the disturbances, with
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anticipation of aggregating individual vehicle work orders into annual level observation, a 

variable called count was created with a value of one for each work order phase.

Panel data
This study combined the work order dataset and the vehicle dataset to form an 11-panel 

dataset consisting of annual vehicle maintenance observations for 374 fleet vehicles. Each 

observation Xit represented the ith vehicle at time t. All work order information from the work 

order dataset were aggregated by vehicle and fiscal year, resulting in a summarization of the 

work order variables MR, PM, Count, Sum, Hours, Labor $, Materials $, and Total $. All dollar 

amounts for Labor $, Materials $, and Total $ were reported in real terms. A dichotomous 

variable Active was created with the value of one if a vehicle was active in the fleet during a 

given fiscal year and zero otherwise.

Linear Unobserved Effects Panel Data Models
The limitations of OLS were overcome using panel data methods. The unobserved effects 

model used in the study takes the form

where αi denotes the unobservable individual-specific effect and vit indicates the remainder 

disturbance (Baltagi, 2005). Note that ai is time-invariant, and it accounts for any individual-

specific effect that is not included in the regression (Wooldridge, 2013). Because ai is in the 

composite error in each period, the vit are serially correlated across time (Baltagi, 2005). The 

remainder disturbance vit varies with individuals and time and can be thought of as the usual 

disturbance in the regression (Baltagi, 2005). The model can then be rewritten as

A significant difference between the FE and RE model is the treatment of the 

idiosyncratic error term uit. “The FE estimator is attractive when we think the unobserved effect 

is correlated with the explanatory variables” (Wooldridge, 2013). A limitation of the FE model is 

that it drops time-invariant variables due to the time-demeaning process. “The RE estimator is 

attractive when we think the unobserved effect is uncorrelated with all the explanatory variables”



The final equation results in time-demeaned data on y, x, and u. Note both the fixed 

intercept the β0 and the unobserved effect ai drops out of the equation. Just as in OLS 

regression, there are a set of assumptions that must be met to produce efficient unbiased 

estimators. The assumptions are similar. The following are the FE assumptions per Wooldridge 

(2013):
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(Wooldridge, 2013, p.484). A benefit of RE is its ability to use time-invariant variables. The 

following is the process by which the two models operate.

Fixed effects
Fixed effect methods were used to analyze the time-variant variables year of service, 

preventive maintenance, and work order count. This method was chosen to control for 

unobserved within-vehicle variation, allowing for each vehicle to act as its control. In this 

fashion, the impact of a year of service on vehicle maintenance cost was explored while 

controlling for individual-specific effects of any given vehicle. Fixed effects models are designed 

to study the cause of change within an entity. Vehicle quality can differ within vehicles of the 

same make, model, and year; this can be controlled for by removing the unobserved fixed effect. 

Note that for the unobserved effects model

and averaging over time gives

where

Therefore, subtracting two from one gives

Resulting in the time-demeaned equation

1) Linear in parameter

where the βk are the parameters to estimate and ai is the unobserved effect.

2) A random sample from the cross-section.

3) No perfect collinearity.

4) Zero conditional mean: For each t, the expected value of the idiosyncratic error given 

the explanatory variables in all time periods and the unobserved effects is zero: 

E(uit|Xi,ai) = 0.



6) For all t≠s, the idiosyncratic errors are uncorrelated: Cov(uit,uis|Xi,ai)=0.

7) Conditional on Xi, and ai the uit are independent and identically distributed as Normal 

(0,σ2u)

Under the first four assumptions, the fixed effects estimator is unbiased, and the estimator 

is consistent with a fixed T as N → ∞ (Wooldridge, 2013). The critical assumption is the strict 

exogeneity assumption E(uit|Xi,ai) = 0; the FE model is stated with serially uncorrelated 

idiosyncratic errors. Under assumptions 1-6 the fixed effects estimator of the βj is the best linear 

unbiased estimator (Wooldridge, 2013). FE can be used with unbalanced panels, with the caveat 

that the time-demeaning process eliminates all units which have only a single period. FE models 

also allow for attrition, which is important in the case of nonexperimental fleet data. Fixed 

effects methods were used to estimate the effect of age within a vehicle on its annual 

maintenance cost.

Random effects
“The random effects estimator is attractive when we think the unobserved effect is 

uncorrelated with all the explanatory variables” (Wooldridge, 2013, p.484). Random effects 

models are estimated by generalized least squares (GLS) methods. The random effects model 

makes the intercept explicit so that we can assume that ai has zero mean. The random effects 

assumptions include FE assumption 1-6 with 3, 4, and 5 modified as follows:

3) No perfect linear relationships among the explanatory variable.

4) No correlation between the unobserved effect and the explanatory variables.

E(ai∣Xi) =βo.

5) The variance of the unobserved effect is constant given all explanatory variables 

Var(ai|Xi) = σ2a

Under these assumptions, the RE estimator is consistent and asymptotically normally distributed 

as N gets larger, and T is fixed (Wooldridge, 2013). Because ai is in the composite error in each 

period, the vit are serially correlated across time. In fact, under the random effect's assumptions
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5) Homogeneity of variance is

We can use GLS to solve the serial correlation problem using the GLS transformation

which is between zero and one. Then the transformed equation turns out to be



where the overbar denotes time averages (Wooldridge, 2013). This equation involves quasi

demeaned data on each variable. RE differs from the FE model because it subtracts a fraction of 

the time average. This transformation allows for explanatory variables that are constant over 

time. Under the random effect's assumptions, the estimator is consistent (not unbiased) and 

asymptotically normally distributed as N gets large with fixed T (Wooldridge, 2013). The 

random effects model was used to estimate the effect of time-invariant variables style, drivetrain 

type, engine size, and engine type on total annual maintenance cost.

Regression Diagnostics and Assumptions Testing

OLS diagnostics
Assumptions testing and post-regression diagnostics were performed. Outliers and 

influential data were identified utilizing the following methods (threshold): studentized residuals 

(>|2|), leverage ((2k+2)/n), DFITS (2√k∕n), and Cook's Distance (4/n) where k is the number of 

predictors, and n is the number of observations (Chen et al., 2003; Torres-Reyna, 2007). A linear 

relationship between two variables (i.e., X and Y) was examined using graphical methods. The 

sample population was UAF's light-duty fleet, and the results of this study are therefore specific 

to this fleet. Pearson correlation matrix and variance inflation factor (VIF) were used to identify 

multicollinearity and were visually confirmed by graphing the correlation matrix. White's test, 

Breusch-Pagan test, and visual examination were used to inspect for heteroscedasticity. The 

normality of the residuals was visually inspected for using kernel density, quantile-quantile, and 

standardized normal probability plots. Deviations from normality were corrected for through data 

transformations. Finally, link test and Ramsey regression specification error test (RESET) check 

model specification (Chen et al., 2003; Torres-Reyna, 2007).

Panel diagnostics
After fitting an OLS regression model using previously described methods, a fixed 

effects regression on the same model was conducted. An F test was performed on the FE 

regression to determine if FE or OLS is the preferred method. A random effects regression was 

performed on the FE model. The two models, FE and RE, were compared using a Hausman test 

to determine the preferred method of analysis. Potential points of leverage were analyzed using 

previously described methods. A modified Wald test for groupwise heteroscedasticity was 

performed. Autocorrelation was tested for using the Wooldridge test. Finally, a unit root process
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was tested for to determine if there is a unit root or a stationary process to the time series 

component of the panel.

The Breusch-Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test for random effects was performed to 

determine if RE is preferred over OLS. Heteroscedasticity was tested by performing a likelihood

ratio test using iterated generalized least squares regression model. Autocorrelation was tested 

for using the Wooldridge test. Finally, a unit root process was tested for to determine if there is a 

unit root or a stationary process to the time series component of the panel.

Model Fleet
The purpose of the model fleet was to test the hypothesis that a decrease in average fleet 

age will decrease operational and maintenance expenses. The model fleet was built upon the 

following six assumptions:

1. The fleet was a consistent size and age due to the organized purchasing and disposal of 

vehicles during the period of this study.

2. Fleet vehicles were consistently replaced after being fully depreciated at the end of their 

useful life, as defined by UAF.

3. Fleet size is based upon the actual 2016 fleet.

4. Fleet vehicles were assumed to be distributed evenly across the year of service one 

through ten, making the average vehicle age constant at five years of service.

5. The variables hours, labor cost, materials cost, total cost, and work order count were 

populated by their respective statistical mean values based upon vehicle year of service 

from the panel dataset.

6. Fuel efficiency and tailpipe emissions were populated by the average fuel efficiency and 

emissions based upon model year from the vehicle master list.

The model fleet and actual fleet were contrasted to analyze the effects of reducing the 

average age of the fleet's vehicles on both maintenance and operations costs. The operational 

expenses were estimated using the EPA-estimated annual driving costs at 15,000 miles per year, 

with AAA average fuel prices.

Population Dynamics
The typical lifecycle of an individual vehicle was mapped. The population dynamics 

model examined UAF's fleet vehicle replacement methodology through four models. Model 
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number one represented an idealized version of the fleets current replacement methodology 

where

1. The nominal vehicle purchase price is fixed with respect to time.

2. Vehicles are depreciated over a ten useful life.

3. The replacement fund is capitalized through the collection of depreciation “revenue.”

4. The replacement fund is a noninterest-bearing account.

For a single vehicle, the process is

p/c = d

where p is the initial purchase price, c is the vehicle's useful life, and d is depreciation. The 

replacement fund F is capitalized as follows

d*c = F = p

and that upon vehicle replacement

F - p = 0.

The fleet population is a dynamic environment where fleet size, age, and composition change 

with time t. The dynamic models allow for the entrance and exit of vehicles from the fleet at 

specific intervals. When a time component is added, and we use a model where price can 

increase with time, we have

Po/c = d

where p0 is the initial price at time t=0. When p is allowed to increase by x we have

Pt+1 =Pt +x
This increase in p by x is analyzed at t=10, 15, and 20-year lifecycles. Models two through four 

maintain the assumptions two three, and four from model one.

The following are the assumptions in which the initial fleet population was constructed.

1. One vehicle was purchased per year for the first ten years

2. Each vehicle's nominal purchase price was $20,000

3. Depreciation is calculated using the straight-line method ($2,000 per year)

4. At the end of the first ten years, total capital investment was $200,000

5. At the end of the first ten years, the replacement fund had $110,000 balance

Each model was run by purchasing replacement vehicles according to the model lifecycle 

(10, 15, 20 years) until the replacement fund could not buy the next replacement vehicle. These 
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models were easily scalable to actual fleet size to examine the impact of lifecycle on fleet 

lifespan.
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Chapter 4: Results

Fleet Description
Examination of the descriptive statistics (see Table 3) suggested that the UAF light-duty 

vehicle fleet was heterogeneous. Vehicles active at some point during the period of fiscal years 

2007 through 2017 and matching the inclusion criteria were extracted from UAF's raw work 

order data. The fleet consisted of 52 models of vehicle, produced by ten different manufacturers, 

in 15 different styles, manufactured between 1977 and 2016. The variation in fuel efficiency (M 

= 15, SD = 3.47), tailpipe emissions (M = 618.92, SD = 108.19), and safety score (M = 34.68, SD 

= 16.30) likely reflected the wide range of model years represented in the fleet. It is also of note 

that the nominal purchase price had a minimum of zero, suggesting that vehicles were donated to 

UAF, possibly skewing the mean nominal and real purchase prices.

Table 3. UAF Fleet Descriptive Statistics (N=374).
Variable M SD Min Max
Make 4 1.75 1 10
Model 24 13.77 1 52
Model year 2002.4 7.21 1977 2016
Vehicle class 5.3 2.90 1 10
Style 10.21 3.39 1 15
Engine type 3.5 .814 1 4
Engine size 5.08 1.19 1.5 8.1
Fuel efficiency 15 3.47 9 42
Drivetrain type 2.24 1.22 1 4
Tailpipe emissions 618.92 108.19 212 987
Safety score 34.68 16.30 2.42 73.65
Nominal purchase price 24,213.51 8,553.64 0 74,484
Real purchase price 31,953 8,968.44 0 76,760.81
Note. This table tabulates the descriptive statistics of the vehicle dataset derived by the author from the archival 
UAF FS work order data. Other data sources include DOT VIN, OEM manufacture, edmunds.com, and 
fueleconomy.gov data. The sample period ranges from UAF fiscal year 2007 through 2017. The UAF 2017 vehicle 
rate list defines the vehicle class. Fuel efficiency and emissions are calculated using combined city/highway 
estimates. The real cost is the nominal vehicle purchase price CPI adjusted to 2017 dollars using Anchorage, Alaska, 
as a location factor.

While the fleet was composed of ten vehicle classes, the following four constituted 

approximately three-quarters of the fleet (73%): large van (21.9%), minivan (19.3%), four-wheel 

drive truck (19%), and two-wheel drive truck (12.8%). The most common engine type was eight

cylinder (62.6%), and the most common drivetrain was four-wheel drive (38.8%). 

Approximately one-third of the fleet (36.1%) were two-wheel drive vehicles (front or rear-wheel 

drive), while the remaining two-thirds (63.9%) were either all or four-wheel drive. The 
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categorical variables vehicle class, engine type, and drivetrain are examined in more detail in 

table 4.

Table 4. Categorical Descriptive Statistics.
Vehicle Class Frequency Percent Cumulative %

Minivan 72 19.3 19.3
Large Van 82 21.9 41.2
Box Van 2 0.5 41.7
2WD Pickup 48 12.8 54.5
4WD Pickup 71 19.0 73.5
Medium Truck 5 1.3 74.9
Flatbed 5 1.3 76.2
Small/Medium SUV 28 7.5 83.7
Large SUV 42 11.2 94.9
Sedan 19 5.1 100.0

Total 374 100.0

Engine Type
4 Cylinder 20 5.4 5.4
6 Cylinder 103 27.5 32.9
8 Cylinder 234 62.6 95.5
10 Cylinder 17 4.6 100.0

Total 374 100.0

Drivetrain
Rear-wheel Drive 99 26.5 26.5
Front-wheel Drive 36 9.6 36.1
All-wheel Drive 94 25.1 61.2
Four-wheel Drive 145 38.8 100.0

Total 374 100.0
Note. Vehicle classifications per the UAF 2017 fiscal year rate list. Engine type and drivetrain data were from the 
vehicle master list.

OLS Linear Regression
Nominal price model
A linear regression model was considered where make, model, model year, vehicle class, 

drivetrain, engine type, engine size, fuel efficiency, and safety score would estimate a vehicle's 

nominal purchase price. However, Pearson correlation coefficients suggested the removal of 

safety score and fuel efficiency for strong collinearity with model year (0.9124) and engine size 

(-0.7924; see Appendix C). The null hypothesis of the Breusch-Pagan test of constant variance 

was rejected in favor of the alternative that the variance exhibits heteroscedasticity Chi2(1) = 

121.21, p = 0.000. The nominal price model was restricted to observation with studentized 
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residuals less than the absolute value of two, effectively removing vehicles with zero-dollar 

purchase price. The restriction on the model resulted in n = 360 observations from the population 

sample N = 374. The variance inflation factor (VIF, M = 1.52) test suggested no issues with 

multicollinearity. Model specification testing resulted in the replacement of vehicle class with 

vehicle style, where UAF defines class, and VIN defines style. Ramsey's RESET test F(3, 349) 

= 2.62, p = .0504 and the link test y p = .000; y2 p = .399 indicated no omitted variables or 

model misspecification. Visual inspection revealed no significant deviation from normality in the 

residuals. A linear regression was performed to estimate nominal purchase price using make, 

model, model year, style, drivetrain, engine type, and engine size (See Table 5). The final model 

was specified as
Nominal Cost

— β0 + β1Model Year + β2Make + β3Model + β4Style + β5Engine Type

+ β6Engine Size + β7Drivetrain Type + u,

where β0 is the constant, β1 through β7 are the coefficient estimates for each parameter, and u is 

the random error term. These variables were statistically significant predictors of nominal 

purchase price R2 — 0.778, F(7, 360) — 175.80, p — 0.001. Model year, make, engine type, 

engine size, and drivetrain type were all significant predictors of the nominal purchase price at 

the 99% confidence level. Style was a significant predictor of nominal purchase price at the 95% 

confidence level. The independent variables in the model explained approximately 78% of the 

variance in the nominal purchase price. The nominal price model tested the null hypothesis 

(hypothesis 1) that model year does not affect the nominal purchase price. There was significant 

evidence to reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative, that model year had a significant 

and positive effect on the nominal purchase price, ceteris paribus. On average, a one-year 

increase in model year increased the nominal purchase price by $601.59.
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Table 5. Regression Results for Nominal Vehicle Cost.

VARIABLES
(1)

Nominal Price
Model Year 601.59***

(41.18)
Make 642.9***

(123.7)
Model 10.62

(11.38)
Style 140.7**

(58.15)
Engine Type -913.6***

(253.8)
Engine Size 2,506***

(175.2)
Drivetrain -2,096***

(169.6)
Constant -1.115e+06***

(66,294)
Observations 360
R-squared 0.778
Note. Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*p < .1, **p < .05, ***p < .01,

Real cost model
A linear regression model was considered where make, model, model year, style, 

drivetrain, engine type, and engine size would estimate a vehicle's real purchase price. The null 

hypothesis of the Breusch-Pagan test of constant variance was rejected in favor of the alternative 

that the variance exhibited heteroscedasticity Chi2(1) = 47.04, p = 0.000. The model was 

restricted using observations with Cooks Distance values less than 4/374. The restrictions on the 

model resulted in n = 347 observations from the population sample N = 374. The variance 

inflation factor (VIF, M = 1.32) test suggested no issues with multicollinearity. Ramsey's 

RESET test F(3, 334) = 2.09,p = .1014 and the link test yp = 0.000; y2 p = 0.225 indicated no 

omitted variables or model misspecification. Visual inspection revealed no significant deviation 

from normality in the residuals. A linear regression was performed to predict real purchase price 

using make, model, model year, style, drivetrain, engine type, and engine size (see Table 6). The 

final model was specified as
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where β0 was the constant, β1 through β7 were the coefficient estimates for the jth category, and 

u was the random error term. These variables were statistically significant predictors of the real 

purchase price in model (1) R2 = 0.605, F(7, 339) = 65.76, p = .001 and model (2) R2 = 

0.675, F(18, 322) = not reported. The main effect of make, engine type, engine size, and 

drivetrain type were all significant predictors of real purchase price at the 99% confidence level, 

ceteris paribus. The main effect of style was a significant predictor of real purchase price at the 

90% confidence level. As expected, the model year was not a statistically significant predictor of 

the real purchase price. Real purchase price model (1) tested the null hypothesis (hypothesis 2; 

(H0 = H1 = H2 = H3 = H4 = 0) that style, engine type, engine size, and drivetrain type did not 

affect real purchase price. We failed to reject the null hypothesis that style had a significant 

effect on real purchase price at the 95% confidence level. There was significant evidence to 

reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative that engine type, engine size, and drivetrain 

type affect the real purchase price of a vehicle. On average, for each one-liter increase in engine 

size, the real purchase price of a vehicle increased by $3,669. However, the sign on the 

coefficients of both engine type and drivetrain was opposite of what was hypothesized. The 

coefficients on engine type and drivetrain represented the effect of each category taken together, 

the main effect. Contrasting the marginal linear predictions (k-1 dummy variables) for engine 

type F(3,322) = 5.52, p = .001, and drivetrain type F(3,322) = 7.69, p = .0001 we rejected the 

null hypothesis that the joint effects of engine type or drivetrain type were zero.

Real cost model (2) analyzed the individual effects of engine type and drivetrain type. 

Given that style was statistically significant but below the 95% confidence level, its individual 

effects were controlled for but not analyzed. For brevity, the results of the individual levels of 

style are not included in Table 6. The drivetrain types front, all, and four-wheel drive were 

statistically significant predictors of real purchase price at the 99% confidence level when 

compared with the reference category of rear-wheel drive. The individual effects of drivetrain on 

real purchase price were consistent with hypothesis. On average front, all, and four-wheel drive 

increased purchase price when compared with rear-wheel drive by $3,485, $4,510, and $7,510, 

respectively.

The engine type 6-cylinder was a statistically significant predictor of real purchase price 

at the 99% confidence level when compared with the reference category of a 4-cylinder engine. 

However, contrary to hypothesis, the direction of the effect was negative, suggesting that, on 
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average, UAF purchased vehicles with a 6-cylinder engine for $4,970 less than vehicles with a 4- 

cylinder engine. While not statistically significant predictors of real purchase price 8-cylinder 

and 10-cylinder engines were signed in the negative direction relative to the reference category 

of a 4-cylinder engine, which was contrary to hypothesis.

Table 6. Results of the Real Cost Model.

VARIABLES
(1)

Real Cost
(2)

Real Cost
Make 687.4*** 568.3***

(141.4) (142.2)
Model 19.72 14.24

(16.10) (16.84)
Model Year -12.44 -29.17

(39.93) (51.73)
Style 146.4*

(76.27)
Engine type -1,568***

(356.8)
4-Cylinder base
6-Cylinder -4,970***

(1,774)
8-Cylinder -3,800

(2,730)
10-Cylinder -3,857

(3,739)
Engine size 3,669*** 3,756***

(228.4) (822.4)
Drivetrain type -2,863***

(216.9)
Rear-wheel drive base
Front-wheel drive 3,485**

(1,545)
All-wheel drive 4,510***

(830.6)
Four-wheel drive 7,510***

(925.4)
Constant 50,170 67,366

(80,085) (103,305)

Observations 347 347
R-squared 0.605 0.675
Note. For brevity, individual levels of style are not displayed above. Robust standard errors in parentheses. 
*p < .1, **p < .05, ***p < .01
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Table 7. Original and light-duty vehicle fleet data.

Variable
Obs. M SD Min Max

Original
Dataset

Work order
dataset

Original
Data

Work 
order

Original
Data

Work 
order

Original
Data

Work 
order

Original
Data

Work 
order

Asset 14,138 6,652 283.89 200.26 125.27 85.60 1 1 511 374
Work orders 14,138 6,652 7,063.29 1796.57 4,080.413 3112 1 1 14,131 6652
Hours 14,138 6,652 5.47 4.84 53.13 7.76 0.00 0.00 3,224.25 134
Labor $ 14,138 6,652 344.88 339.66 2,783.51 541.99 0.00 0.00 179,064.80 9737.58
Materials $ 14,138 6,652 402.13 337.85 2,591.26 792.19 0.00 0.00 154,277.10 21,045.45
Total $ 14,138 6,652 1,473.54 679.98 7,134.04 1159.9 0.00 0.00 420,233.90 22,515.64
Category 14,138 6.86 2.02 1 13
MR 6,652 0.63 0.49 0 1
PM 6,652 0.37 0.49 0 1
Note. This data was from the UAF FS original work order and restricted work order dataset with observations on 374 light-duty vehicles during the period of 
fiscal years 2007 to 2017. Maintenance and repair (MR), preventive maintenance (PM) were classified based on the author's recategorization of category. Sum 
was the number of specific issues per work order, as calculated by the author. Labor $, Materials $, and Total $ were CPI adjusted to 2017 dollars using 
Anchorage, Alaska, as a location factor.



Work Order Descriptive
Table 8 compares the descriptive statistics of the archival dataset and the work order 

dataset, restricted to 374 vehicles from the vehicle dataset. By restricting the archival work order 

data, the number of assets was reduced by 137, and the number of work orders was reduced by 

7,479. The maximum number of labor hours was decreased by 3,090. The maximum real dollar 

amount of labor, materials, and total annual maintenance cost per work order reduced by 

$169,327, $133,231, and $397,718, respectively. After consolidating categories from 13 to two, 

the descriptive statistics highlighted that 63% of work orders performed were maintenance & 

repair, and the remaining 37% were preventive maintenance. The variable sum (M = 2.06, SD = 

1.48), with a range from one to 12, represented the number of reported issues per work order. 

Upon further inspection, underlying validity issues were discovered within the data represented 

by sum, resulting in the inability to analyze how repair issues changed in type and frequency 

with age.

Panel Descriptive
The work order data were aggregated to an annual observation level and combined with 

the vehicle dataset to create the panel dataset. The result was an 11-panel dataset with one annual 

maintenance observation per vehicle for each vehicle in the fleet. A review of the panel data 

descriptive statistics suggested that the fleet had vehicles that were acquired over forty years and 

had a maximum annual vehicle total maintenance cost of $22,486 (M =1,570.31, SD = 1,978.45). 

The zeros in the minimum column reflect a lack of maintenance at some point in time. See Table 

7 for details.

Table 8. Annual Maintenance Work Order Descriptive Statistics (N = 4,114).
Variable M SD Min Max
Fiscal year acquired 2003 5.84 1977 2017
Fiscal year surplus 2015 2.61 2007 2017
Hours 12.25 14.25 0 138.5
Labor $ 783.23 938.44 0 10,626
Materials $ 779.10 1,279.33 0 20,874.85
Total $ 1,570.31 1,978.45 0 22,486.85
Count 3 2.29 0 19
PM 1.03 0.93 0 7
No Cost 0.22 0.51 0 4
Note. This data observed 374 light-duty vehicles during fiscal years 2007-2017. Labor $, Material $, and Total $ 
were summations of aggregated work orders specific to each vehicle, and CPI adjusted to 2017 dollars using 
Anchorage, Alaska, as a location factor. Count was the aggregation of all work orders per individual vehicle per 
fiscal year. PM was the aggregation of all preventive maintenance work orders per individual vehicle per fiscal year
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The descriptive statistics for the categorical variables work order count (count), zero- 

dollar total maintenance cost (no-cost), and preventive maintenance (PM) are presented in Table 

9. Approximately 15% of active vehicles received no recorded annual maintenance. Of the 

recorded annual maintenance observations, about 18% had work orders with zero-dollar total 

cost. Approximately 61% of vehicles received one or more PM services per year.

Table 9. Work order descriptive statistics.
Count Freq. Percent Cum.

0 428 15.02% 15.02%
1 1,027 36.04% 51.05%
2 416 14.60% 65.65%
3 331 11.61% 77.26%
4 206 7.23% 84.49%
5 153 5.37% 89.86%
6 117 4.11% 93.96%
7 52 1.82% 95.79%
8 50 1.75% 97.54%
9 25 0.88% 98.42%
>10 45 1.58% 100.00%

Total 2,850 100.00%

No-cost
0 1,982 81.83% 81.83%
>1 440 18.17% 100.00%

Total 2,422 100.00%

PM
0 1109 38.91% 38.91%
1 1,208 42.39% 81.30%
2 380 13.33% 94.63%
3 115 4.04% 98.67%
4 20 0.70% 99.37%
>5 18 0.63% 100.00%

Total 2,850 100.00%
Note. The above table is an aggregation of work order information on an annual per vehicle basis. This data 
observed 374 light-duty vehicles between fiscal years 2007-2017. Count was a summation of the number of work 
orders performed on a given vehicle in a given year. No-Cost represented a work order that had zero Labor $, 
Materials $, and Total $. PM was a summary of preventive maintenance per vehicle per year.

The aggregated work order count in Table 9 was critical to the structural composition of 

the panel data. The 428 instances of no annual maintenance acted as “holes” in the data structure 

when they were interspersed within the 2,850 observations of active vehicle maintenance. The 

2,850 active vehicle annual maintenance records were flanked on either side by 1,264 non-active 
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vehicle years' observations (the time before vehicle purchase or after disposal). The combination 

of staggered entry, years without maintenance, and disposal created an unbalanced panel.

Annual vehicle level maintenance observations were aggregated into fiscal year level 

observations, which revealed that UAF disposed of approximately one more vehicle on average 

per year than it acquires. Resulting in a fleet that is decreasing in size across time (see Table 10). 

While labor (M = 172,452, SD = 20,927.98) and materials (M = 171,542.90, SD = 11,157.73) had 

similar means, the standard deviation of labor was almost twice that of materials. Of the mean 

number of work orders per year (604), approximately 37% were preventive maintenance, and 

approximately 8% had no total cost. Additionally, on average, approximately 6% of the active 

fleet received no annual maintenance each year.

Table 10. Fleet Descriptive Statistics at the Fiscal Year Observation Level (N = 11).
Variable M SD Min Max
Total 345,754.20 26,030.52 297,437.90 389,554.80
Materials 171,542.90 11,157.73 151,074.70 188,050.40
Labor 172,452.70 20,927.98 143,381.50 214,009.30
Hours 2,692.11 333.29 2,029 3,213
Acquired 12.36 12.42 0 40
Surplus 13.55 10.61 0 35
Active 259.09 16.16 230 290
Count 604.73 304.78 257 1,184
PM 226.64 95.29 117 422
NoMaint 38.91 15.18 17 60
No Cost 47.82 32.96 8 108
Note. This table represents the aggregation of annual vehicle level data to a fiscal year fleet-wide observation level.

Changes in the composition of the fleet across vehicle class and time are displayed in 

Table 11. Total active vehicles were adjusted through the purchase and surplus of vehicles. For 

example, in the fiscal year 2007, there were 269 active vehicles. Of the 269, 17 were disposed of 

as surplus. In the fiscal year 2008, five vehicles were purchased for a total of 257 active vehicles. 

The maintenance of the light-duty vehicle fleet from fiscal years 2007 to 2017 required 

approximately 30,000-labor hours, an unmeasured number of administrative staff hours, and just 

shy of $4,000,000 in total maintenance costs (see Table 11). During that time frame, the average 

age of a vehicle in the fleet increased from 8.5 to 12.0 years.
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Table 11. Fleet Composition by Fiscal Year.
Fiscal 
year

Large
Van

Minivan Box
Van

2WD 
Pickup

4WD 
Pickup

Medium
Truck

Flatbed Small/Medium
SUV

Large
SUV

Sedan Total
Active

Purchased Surplus

2007 60 56 2 43 45 1 4 10 29 19 269 31 17
2008 57 43 2 43 45 1 4 13 30 19 257 5 7
2009 73 48 2 46 52 1 3 14 32 19 290 40 17
2010 73 39 2 44 54 1 4 14 30 18 279 6 35
2011 69 27 2 35 52 1 4 17 25 15 247 3 0
2012 70 32 2 35 54 3 4 19 27 15 261 14 14
2013 69 30 2 34 57 3 4 23 25 14 261 14 18
2014 67 29 2 31 57 4 3 22 25 14 254 11 11
2015 65 29 2 30 59 5 3 24 21 13 251 8 0
2016 65 29 2 30 59 5 3 24 21 13 251 0 25
2017 62 26 2 29 55 5 3 24 17 7 230 4 5
Total 2,850 136 149
Note. All costs were adjusted to the 2017 Anchorage CPI in USD. Vehicle class is based upon the 2017 UAF rental rates.



Table 12. Annual Maintenance Cost by Fiscal Year.
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Fiscal
Year

Active
Vehicles

Mean age Vehicles
serviced

Not 
serviced

Hours Materials $ Labor $ Total $

2007 269 8.5 252 17 2,656.75 181,050.80 172,564.10 358,213.50
2008 257 8.8 231 26 2,530.00 151,074.70 148,339.50 304,739.20
2009 290 8.5 266 24 2,986.25 172,999.40 176,591.50 349,741.80
2010 279 9.0 241 38 2,964.25 176,055.40 173,334.80 349,390.20
2011 247 9.1 228 19 2,884.50 170,696.10 184,050.30 362,246.40
2012 261 9.6 211 50 3,213.00 163,711.90 195,625.80 361,077.20
2013 261 9.9 217 44 2,839.75 175,545.50 214,009.30 389,554.80
2014 254 10.1 208 46 2,672.25 177,100.10 175,766.30 352,866.30
2015 251 10.6 194 57 2,379.75 188,050.40 152,889.50 341,029.90
2016 251 11.6 191 60 2,457.75 176,631.60 160,367.50 336,999.10
2017 230 12.0 183 47 2,029.00 154,056.40 143,381.50 297,437.90
Total 2850 2422 428 29,613.250 1,886,972.30 1,896,920.10 3,803,296.30
Note. Labor $, Materials $, and Total $ were real costs adjusted to the 2017 Anchorage CPI in USD. Active vehicles denoted the number of vehicles active in the 
fleet during a given fiscal year. The Not Serviced category indicated a fiscal year in which a specific vehicle received zero maintenance and was active in the 
system.



Panel Model

Fixed effects model
A fixed effects regression model was considered where a vehicle's year of service and the 

previous year's maintenance levels would estimate a vehicle's annual total maintenance cost. 

One advantage of the fixed effects method is that it eliminates the potential of omitted variable 

bias with respect to variables that do not change over time (Baltagi, 2005). Visual inspection of 

residuals revealed deviations from normality in total maintenance cost, preventive maintenance, 

and work order count. This was corrected for using a natural log transformation (see Appendix 

C). An F test on the FE model F(282, 772) = 1.73, p = .0000 indicated that FE methods were 

preferred to OLS. The Hausman test Chi2 (4) = 82.47,p = .0000 indicated that FE methods were 

preferred over RE. The FE model was restricted to observation with studentized residuals less 

than the absolute value of two. In addition, the FE time-demeaning process removed all cases 

with less than two observations. These two factors reduced the observations from N = 2,422 to n 

= 1,061. A modified Wald test for groupwise heteroscedasticity Chi2(283) = 442.72, p = .0000 

concluded heteroscedasticity was present. A Wooldridge test for autocorrelation in panel data 

F(1, 294) = 0.208, p = .6490 failed to reject the null hypothesis that there was no first-order 

autocorrelation. A Fisher unit root test using an augmented Dickey-Fuller test Chi2(596) = 

1709.13, p = .0000 rejected the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative that there was no unit 

root. The square of year of service was added to the regression to capture the effects of 

diminishing returns from a year of service on total annual maintenance cost. A fixed effects 

regression was performed to estimate the annual total maintenance cost of a vehicle based on 

year of service and the previous year's maintenance levels (See Table 13). The final model was 

specified

β1lnTotalit = P1YÖSit + β2YÖS2it + +β3lnPMit-1 + +β4lnCountit-1 + uit, 

where β1 through β4 were the coefficient estimates for each time demeaned parameter and uit 

idiosyncratic error term. The variables were statistically significant predictors of annual 

maintenance cost R2 = 0.0.26 F(6,282) = 4.03, p = .0034. Year of service was a statistically 

significant predictor of total annual maintenance cost at the 99% confidence level. The fixed 

effects model tested the null hypothesis (hypothesis 3) that year of service had no effect on 

annual maintenance cost. There was significant evidence to reject the null in favor of the 

alternative that year of service had a positive and significant effect on annual maintenance cost.
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For each additional year of service, annual maintenance cost increased until year 13, after which 

an additional year of service decreased annual maintenance cost.

Table 13. Fixed Effects Model Results.

VARIABLES
(1) 

ln(total maintenance cost)
Year of service 0.13***

(0.041)
Year of service2 -0.005**

(0.002)
ln(preventive maintenance )t-1 -0.113

(0.09)
ln(count)t-1 -0.04

(0.05)
Constant 5.912***

(0.158)

Observations 1,061
Number of ID 283
R-squared 0.026
Note. Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*p < .1, **p < .05, ***p <.01

Random effects model
A random effects regression model was considered where make, model, model year, 

style, drivetrain, engine type, and engine size would estimate a vehicle's annual total 

maintenance cost. The null hypothesis of the Breusch-Pagan Lagrangian multiplier test for 

random effects Chι2(01) = 73.62, p = 0.0000 was rejected in favor of the alternative and 

concluded that RE was the preferred method. A Wooldridge test for autocorrelation in panel data 

F(1, 294) = 0.208, p = 0.0000 resulted in rejecting the null hypothesis that there was no first- 
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The semi-elasticity of annual maintenance cost with respect to change in year of service

(%o∆y∕∆x) can be interpreted as follows per Wooldridge (2013)

where y is annual maintenance cost, and x is year of service. On average, as year of service 

increased by one-year, annual maintenance cost for the vehicle increased by approximately 13%. 

However, the relationship between the year of service and total annual maintenance cost was 

quadratic and exhibited diminishing marginal returns. That is, as the year of service increased, 

annual maintenance cost increased at a decreasing rate. The max of the function occurred at



order autocorrelation. Fiscal year dummy variables were used to control for the serial correlation. 

The RE model was restricted to observation where dfits < 2√18∕2,422. This restriction 

reduced the observations from N = 2,422 to n = 1,629. A random effects regression was 

performed to estimate annual maintenance expense using make, model, model year, style, 

drivetrain type, engine type, engine size (see Table 14). The final model was specified as 

lnTOTAL = β0 + β1YEARj + β2Make + β3Model + β4Model Year + β5YOS + β6Style

+ β7Engine Typej + β8Engine Size + β9Drivetrian Typej + vit 

where β0 was the intercept, β2through β9 were the parameters to estimate and vit was the 

composite error term. These variables were statistically significant predictors of annual 

maintenance cost in model (1) R2 = 0.224, Wald Chi2(18) = 189.34,p = .0000 and model 

(2) R2 = 0.2698, Chi2(33) = 222.26,p = 0.0000. Engine size and the main effect of engine 

type and drivetrain type were significant predictors of total annual maintenance cost at the 99% 

confidence level, ceteris paribus. The main effect of style was a significant predictor of annual 

maintenance cost at the 90% confidence level. RE model (1) tested the null hypothesis 

(hypothesis 4; (H0 = H1 = H2 = H3 = H4 = 0) that style, engine type, engine size, and 

drivetrain type had no effect on annual maintenance cost. We failed to reject the null hypothesis 

that style had a statistically significant effect on annual maintenance at the 95% confidence level. 

There was significant evidence to reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative that engine 

type, engine size, and drivetrain type affected total annual maintenance cost. On average, a one- 

liter increase in engine size caused an increase in annual total maintenance cost of approximately 

32%. As was the case with the real cost model, the sign on the coefficients of both engine type 

and drivetrain were opposite of what was hypothesized. Contrasting the marginal linear 

predictions for engine type Chi2(3) = 16.50, p = .0024, and drivetrain Chi2(3) = 24.56, p = 

.0000, the null hypothesis (that the joint effects were zero) was rejected.

Total annual maintenance cost model (2) analyzed the individual effects of engine type 

and drivetrain type. Given that style was statistically significant but below the 95% confidence 

level, its individual effects were controlled for but not analyzed. Year dummy variables were 

used to control serial correlation. For brevity, neither the dummy variables nor individual levels 

of style are reported in Table 14. Drivetrain types four-wheel and all-wheel drive were 

statistically significant predictors of total annual maintenance cost at the 99% confidence level as 

was front-wheel drive at the 95% confidence level when compared to the reference category of 
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rear-wheel drive. Consistent with hypothesis, total maintenance cost increased between vehicles 

and across time by approximately 31%, 38%, and 46% for the front, all, and four-wheel drive 

vehicles, respectively, when compared to rear-wheel drive vehicles.

Table 14. Random Effects Model Results.

VARIABLES
(1) 

ln(total maintenance cost)
(2) 

ln(total maintenance cost)
Make 0.0296 0.0385*

(0.0187) (0.0214)
Model 0.00470** 0.00430*

(0.00239) (0.00254)
Model year 0.0175 0.00346

(0.0462) (0.0413)
Year of service 0.0283 0.0115

(0.0433) (0.0390)
Style 0.0162*

(0.00952)
Engine type -0.184***

(0.0401)
4-Cylinder 0.873***

(.306)
6-Cylinder 0.388**

(0..154)
8-Cylinder Base
10-Cylinder 0.244

(0.186)
Engine size 0.322*** 0.439***

(0.0249) (0.0810)
Drivetrain type -0.164***

(0.0270)
Rear-wheel drive Base
Front-wheel drive 0.308**

(0.155)
Four-wheel drive 0.460***

(0.0927)
All-wheel drive 0.378***

(0.111)
Constant -29.67 -2.981

(92.73) (82.99)

Observations 1,629 1,629
Number of ID 327 327
R-squared 0.2238 0.2698
Note. This table reports the random effects regression results The sample period ranged from 2007 to 2017. The 
dependent variable was lnTOTAL. Year dummies were included in the regression but not reported for brevity. 
Robust standard errors in parentheses. ***p < .01, **p < .05, *p < .1
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Engine types 4-cylinder and 6-cylinder were statistically significant predictors of total 

annual maintenance cost at the 99% and 95% confidence levels, respectively, when compared to 

the reference group of 8-cylinder engines. Contrary to hypothesis, maintenance cost increased 

across vehicles and time total by approximately 87% and 39% for 4-cylinder and 6-cylinder 

engines, respectively, when compared with the reference group of 8-cylinder engines.

Model Fleet
Table 15 compares the model and actual fleet in the fiscal year 2016 at an individual 

vehicle level. It is important to note that while both fleets had 251 active vehicles, the actual fleet 

had recorded maintenance on 191 vehicles. This analysis tested the hypothesis that as the 

average age of the fleet decreased, capital costs would increase while maintenance and 

operations costs would decrease (Hypothesis 5).

A reduction in the average fleet age resulted in reduced variability in each component of 

the model fleet. Reducing the fleet's average age by approximately six years resulted in a 22

year decrease in the maximum vehicle age from 32 to ten and a 27-year increase in the minimum 

model year from 1980 to 2007. The reduction in average fleet age also reduced the expected 

mean of total annual maintenance by 26%, materials cost by 30%, labor cost by 26%, and labor 

hours by 22%. Further reduction occurred in maximum expected total annual maintenance 

(88%), labor cost (87%), materials cost (93%), labor hours (87%), and the number of work 

orders (77%). Reduction in average fleet age also resulted in decreased tailpipe emissions by 

approximately 47% and increases in safety score and fuel efficiency of approximately 33% and 

52%, respectively.

The model fleet had an estimated annual total of 2,488 labor hours, $156,915 in labor 

cost, $162,259 in materials cost, and total maintenance cost of $328,512. When compared to the 

actual fleet's observations for 2016 (see Table 12), this represents decreases in labor cost of 2%, 

material cost of 8%, total cost of 3%, and an increase of labor hours of 1%. However, it is worth 

noting that an additional 60 vehicles were serviced while also reducing the total number of 

expected work orders by 21% in the model fleet.

The model fleet experienced an expected mean increase of approximately 8 (52%) miles 

per gallon over the actual fleet. Fuel savings and pollution reduction were estimated using the 

EPA combined city/highway estimations of 15,000 miles per year. Utilizing the actual and model 

fleets mean MPG (15.3 compared to 23.2), the model suggested that the actual fleet would 
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consume 333 gallons of fuel more per vehicle (980 versus 647 gallons) to drive 15,000 miles. 

Assuming every vehicle in the fleet used unleaded fuel and drove exactly 15,000 miles, the 251 

vehicles in the actual fleet were estimated to consume a total of 246,078 gallons of unleaded fuel 

compared to the model fleet's 162,284 gallons per year. Utilizing the AAA national price of 

$2.60 per gallon as of March 24, 2018, the estimated fuel cost for the actual fleet would be 

$639,804 compared to $421,940 in the model fleet (AAA, 2018). Reducing the average age of 

the fleet from 11.6 to 5.5 is estimated to reduce fuel consumption by 83,794 gallons and save 

$217,864 in fuel expense during the fiscal year 2016.

Table 15. Actual and Model Fleet Descriptive Statistics (Actual n = 191; Model n = 251).

Variable
M SD Min Max

Actual Model Actual Model Actual Model Actual Model
YOS 11.6 5.5 4.7 2.9 2 1 32 10
Model Year 2006 2011 5 23 1980 2007 2016 2016
Total 1,763 1,308 2,220 231 0 862 13,386 1,564
Material $ 924 646 1,518 106 0 453 11,450 773
Labor $ 839 625 1,006 126 0 404 6,016 769
Hours $ 13 10 15 2 0 6.5 94 12
WO Count 2.5 2.6 1.8 0.5 1 2 13 3
Safety Score 43 57 12.8 7.3 2.6 47 72 68
MPG 15.3 23.2 4.0 1.6 11 20.6 42 25.6
Tailpipe emissions 615 386 111 27 212 347 808 431
Note. There were 251 active assets during this period, reflecting that 60 assets received no maintenance during the 
fiscal year 2016. These data were from the panel data set.

The reduction in average fleet age also produced an estimated 69% decrease in 

greenhouse gas grams per mile. The actual fleet was expected to produce 2,553 US tons of CO2 

when driven 15,000 miles per year. The model fleet was estimated to produce 1,608 US tons, 

which represents a reduction of 945 US tons per year. Furthermore, the expected fuel 

consumption reduction resulted in additional CO2 emission decreases. Using the joint EPA & 

DOT common conversion factor of 8,887 grams of CO2 emission per gallon of gasoline 

consumed, I estimated that by consuming 83,794 fewer gallons of fuel would result in further 

reduction of CO2 emissions by 821 US tons per year. A combination of increased fuel efficiency, 

decreased fuel consumption, and lower tailpipe emissions resulted in an estimated reduction of 

CO2 emissions by 69% (1,766 US tons).

The tradeoff for these operational and maintenance cost reductions (hours, labor, 

materials, total, fuel, and pollution) is the capital cost of purchasing new vehicles. The model 

fleet purchased 25 vehicles for the 2016 fiscal year. Maintaining the model fleet size and average 
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age would require the purchase of 25 vehicles every year. The mean real purchase price for a 

fleet vehicle during the time frame of this study at UAF is $31,953. The model fleet's purchase 

of 25 new vehicles would require an expected capital investment of approximately $798,825. By 

way of contrast, the actual fleet purchased zero vehicles and disposed of 25.

Population Dynamics
Typical lifecycle
The population dynamics models were based upon the following “typical” lifecycle 

characteristics of a UAF light-duty fleet vehicle. Figure 3 shows the expected annual 

maintenance cost curve and depreciation “revenue” based upon a vehicles year of service. The 

annual maintenance cost curve reflects the diminishing marginal effects that year of service had 

on total maintenance cost and is based on the fleets mean first year of service (n = 111) of 

$1,345. The marginal change in maintenance cost is calculated as

Figure 3. Depreciation and annual maintenace cost curves.
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where y = annual maintenance cost for vehicle i, and from the FE model β1 = 0.13, β2 = 

-0.005, and x = year of service. Depreciation was calculated over a ten-year useful life using the 

straight-line method. The depreciation curve in Figure 3 was based upon the most common 

vehicle in the fleet, a 2000 Ford E350 with a nominal purchase price of $23,116.



Figure 4 shows how the different cost components of vehicles behave across time. The 

current value of a vehicle had a negative slope and represented the consumption of the asset 

through use. It was calculated as the nominal purchase price less annual depreciation expense. 

The replacement fund was the cumulative sum of depreciation expense and was upward sloping 

during the vehicle's useful life and flat after that. Replacement cost was the expected nominal 

purchase price of a vehicle and increase across time, based upon the nominal purchase cost 

model results. Total maintenance cost was the cumulative sum of annual maintenance cost. Total 

cost of ownership was the cumulative sum of depreciation expense and maintenance expense. 

This line was upward sloping and steepest during the useful life of a vehicle as it reflected the 

accrual of depreciation expense and maintenance expense. The distance between the replacement 

cost and replacement fund was at a minimum in year ten, the point that the replacement fund 

fully realized all depreciation revenue. On average, total maintenance cost and current value are 

equivalent in year six. Per UAF, a vehicle has reached its useful life at year ten and is no longer 

of value.

Figure 4. Typical lifecycle cost components.
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Effects of increasing purchase price and vehicle lifecycle
The impact of a static or increasing vehicle purchase price with regards to time was 

examined in models one and two. Model one and two operated under the assumption that a 

vehicle is replaced at the end of its ten-year useful life. Model one held price fixed, and model 

two allowed for price to increase by $601.59 per year. Model three allowed for increasing price 

and extended the vehicle lifecycle by five years. Model four allowed for increasing price and 

extended the vehicle lifecycle by ten years. Each model fleet was constructed by purchasing one 

vehicle per year for the first ten years. Each vehicle cost $20,000, resulting in an initial capital 

investment of $200,000. Revenues only entered the replacement fund through vehicle 

depreciation and only exited the fund to purchase replacement vehicles. Models one through four 

were scalable to actual fleet sizes and tested hypothesis 6.

Figure 5 shows that under the assumptions for model one, the fleet would be self-sustaining. 

Beginning in 2010, one vehicle was purchased, and one was disposed of. The replacement cost 

of the fleet would remain constant at the original capital investment level of $200,00. The 

replacement fund balance would similarly remain constant at $110,000.

Figure 5. Idealized fleet replacement methodology.

The remaining three models assumed the price would increase at the nominal purchase 

price regression model expectation of $601.59 per year. Figure 6 depicts model two, in which the 

fleet replacement fund would deplete its financial resources in year 50. During the 50-year 

lifespan of the fleet, the replacement fund would purchase 40 vehicles at a total cost of
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$1,400,000. The waves in the replacement fund result from the difference between the increase 

in replacement price across time and the original price by which depreciation was determined. 

Remembering that deprecation (d) revenue is the initial price (p0) of a vehicle divided by its 

useful life in years (c). The replacement fund (F) treats depreciation (d) as revenue. Then we 

have p0∕c = d and at the end of a vehicle's life (c) the replacement fund balance is d * c = 

p0 = F. When prices can increase, we have pt+1 = pt + x it follows that pt+1 > p0.

Specifically, because the replacement fund F is a function of the initial purchase price p0 and the 

useful life (c), it follows that at the end of a vehicle's useful life of ten years p10 > F = p0*c. 

This will result in the depletion of the replacement fund with time as F → 0 and t increases.

Figure 6. 10-year lifecycle fleet replacement methodology.

Model three extended the replacement cycle by five years, resulting in an average vehicle age 

of seven and a half years. Figure 7 depicts that, under the assumptions of model three, the fleet 

would deplete its financial resources in 54 years, an increase of four years lifespan over model 

one. During the 54-year lifespan of the fleet, the replacement fund would purchase 29 vehicles at 

a total cost of $1,051,000.
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Figure 7. 15-year lifecycle fleet replacement methodology.

Model four extended the replacement cycle by ten years, resulting in an average vehicle age 

of ten years. This model most closely approximated UAF's current situation. Figure 8 depicts 

that, under the assumptions of model four, the fleet would deplete its financial resources in 60 

years. During the 60-year lifespan, the replacement fund would purchase 25 vehicles at a total 

cost of $1,010,000. Model four was the only model in which there was a point in time (2019) 

when the replacement fund and the replacement cost were equivalent.

Figure 8. 20-year lifecycle fleet replacement methodology.
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A review of the structure of the fleet funds highlights the benefits of more frequent 

vehicle replacement. Importantly, these models highlight that by replacing vehicles more 

frequently, more “replacement” revenue is generated from the same initial investment (see Table 

16). The difference in replacement costs between the 10- and 20-year models reflects more 

efficient use of economic resources. This can be generalized to the difference between the initial 

price of the vehicle and its replacement cost as follows

P0/(P0 + t(x)) = % recovered
For example, when vehicle x is purchase for $20,000 and its replacement price increases 

by $601.59 per year then its replacement price at the end of 10, 15, and 20 years is $26,016, 

$29,024, and $32,032 and the replacement fleet would have on hand 77%, 69%, and 62% of the 

new vehicle purchase price in the fund. Therefore, the actual capital cost of purchasing new 

vehicles is the difference between the replacement price and the replacement fund balance, not 

the purchase price of a new vehicle.

The benefit of purchasing more vehicles is a lower average fleet age, which translates 

directly to lower expected maintenance costs. Based on the “typical” fleet costs and given an 

average fleet vehicle age of five years, the expected lifetime maintenance cost for model two 

would be $954,950. When maintenance cost is compared to capital expenditures (total vehicle 

purchases of $1,400,000 replacement plus $200,000 initial investment), maintenance cost is 

expected to be approximately 60% of capital expenditures. Model three's maintenance cost, 

given an average fleet vehicle age of seven and a half years, would be $1,209,088. This 

represents 97% of capital expenditures. Model four's maintenance cost, given an average fleet 

vehicle age of ten years, would be $1,478,155. This represents 122% of capital expenditures.

The cost of extending the fleet life is twofold and consists of lost depreciation revenue 

and increased maintenance costs. For example, increasing the lifecycle by ten years resulted in 

approximately $400,000 in lost revenue recovery and $523,205 in increase maintenance 

spending.
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Table 16. Population Model Comparison (N=10).

Model
Number

Fleet
Lifespan

Replacement 
Vehicles

Purchased

Mean Total
Replacement 

Cost
Maintenance 

Cost
Replacement 

Cost
Maintenance 

Cost
2 50 40 $35,000 $19,099 $1,400,000 $954,950
3 54 29 $36,241 $31,002 $1,051,000 $1,209,088
4 60 25 $40,400 $42,233 $1,010,000 $1,478,155
Note. This table summarizes the population dynamics models for a fleet with ten vehicles and 10, 15, and 20-year 
vehicle lifecycles.

Extrapolating from the ten-vehicle fleet population dynamics models to match the 2016 

actual and model fleet size of 251, if we assume an initial fleet constructed from vehicles that 

cost $20,000 each, we have an initial investment of $5,020,000. From this initial investment, the 

ten-year model purchases an estimated 1004 vehicles at a total replacement cost of $35,140,000. 

The expected lifetime (50 years) maintenance cost for the ten-year model is $23,969,245. The 

twenty-year model purchases and estimated 628 vehicles at a total replacement cost of 

$25,351,000. The expected lifetime (60 years) maintenance cost for the twenty-year model is 

$37,101,690. The benefit of the lifecycle extension is that the fleet remains solvent for an 

additional ten years. The cost comes in the form of lost replacement revenues ($9,789,000) and 

higher maintenance costs ($13,132,445). The ten-year model purchases 376 more vehicles by 

recovering 77% of the initial investment compared with 62% for the twenty-year model.

This phenomenon is evident in the actual fleet data. The vehicles that were active in FY 

2017 had an original purchase price of approximately eight million dollars. By the end of FY 

2017, the fleet had a depreciable value of approximately one and a half million dollars. That is to 

say that because the average age of the fleet was 12 years of age, the majority of vehicles had 

been fully depreciated and no longer contribute to the replacement fund. Given the original 

purchase price of eight million dollars less the replacement fund balance of one million dollars 

and the remaining depreciable balance of one and a half million dollars , there is a hole of 

approximately five and a half million dollars. The five and a half million dollars needed to 

replace these fleet vehicles can only be made up through increased fleet rental rates or an outside 

influx of capital.

Summary
1. Nominal cost increases by an estimated $601.59 per year.
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2. A one-liter increase in engine size was predicted to increase the purchase price by 

approximately $3,669-3,756 and annual total maintenance cost of approximately 32- 

44%%, ceteris paribus.

3. The purchase price of an average vehicle with a 6-cylinder engine was estimated to be 

$4,970 less than that of a 4-cylinder engine average. Compared to the reference group of 

8-cylinder engine vehicles, four-cylinder vehicle maintenance costs were 87% higher and 

six-cylinder 39% higher.

4. Front-, all-, and four-wheel drive increased purchase price when compared with rear

wheel drive by $3,485, $4,510, and $7,510, respectively. Additionally, total maintenance 

cost increased by approximately 31%, 38%, and 46% for the front, all, and four-wheel 

drive vehicles, respectively, when compared to rear-wheel drive vehicles.

5. On average, as year of service increased by one-year, annual maintenance cost for the 

vehicle increased by approximately 13%.

6. Comparing the model fleet and actual fleet found that a five-year reduction in average 

fleet age was estimated to

a. Decrease the means, labor, materials, and total annual maintenance by 26%, 30%, 

and 26%, respectively, and labor hours by 22%.

b. Reduce fuel consumption by 83,794 gallons and save $217,864 in fuel expense.

c. Decreased tailpipe emissions by approximately 47%.

d. A combination of increased fuel efficiency, decreased fuel consumption, and 

lower tailpipe emissions resulted in an estimated reduction of CO2 emissions by 

69%.

7. Comparing the population dynamics models with ten year and twenty-year lifecycles, the 

extension of ten years results in

a. An increase in maintenance spend of $13,132,445 over the lifespan of the fleet.

b. 10-year model recovered 77% ($35,140,000) of the initial capital investment 

($5,020,000) while the twenty-year model recovered 62% ($25,351,000).

c. The difference in purchasing power left ($9,789,000) on the table and purchased 

376 fewer vehicles.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
This study analyzed the typical lifecycle of a UAF fleet vehicle from acquisition through 

disposal. Two aspects of concern were: vehicle specification and vehicle replacement. Analyses 

were conducted on UAF light-duty fleet vehicle data utilizing ordinary least squares and 

unobserved affects linear regression methods to examine:

1. The effects of time and vehicle specification on the vehicle purchase price.

2. The effects of age and vehicle specification on maintenance expenses.

The results of the regression analysis were used to construct a model fleet, which was compared 

with the actual fleet to estimate the effects of average fleet vehicle age on operating and 

maintenance expenses. Population dynamics modeling was used to study the effects of extending 

the vehicle lifecycle on the lifespan of the fleet and the purchasing power of the replacement 

fund. The findings are specific to the University of Alaska Fairbanks' light-duty vehicle fleet.

Fleet Composition
Style
Contrary to hypothesis, there was no statistical difference in purchase price between a 

sedan, van, and truck. This is counterintuitive as we would expect a small sedan to cost less than 

a large truck. However, upon closer inspection, it is revealed that a significant portion of UAF's 

smaller vehicles is not typically available for purchase through the SEF contracts. For example, 

Subaru's are highly sought after in Fairbanks but unavailable through the SEF. This results in the 

purchase of such vehicles on an individual basis at full price through the local marketplace. 

Style's lack of effect may be evidence that purchase price discounts are being realized through 

the use of SEF contracts.

It was hypothesized that a truck would cost more to maintain than a sedan because of the 

differences in the typical use of each vehicle. However, this was not found in the data. One 

possible explanation is the effects of the learning curve. Overall, trucks and vans saw more 

maintenance work orders than did sedans. UAF mechanics may, therefore, have more familiarity 

with these types of vehicles, thus driving down maintenance costs.

Engine

The effect of engine size was consistent in each analysis of the study. Results suggested 

that a one-liter increase in engine size resulted in the increase of vehicle purchase price and 

annual total maintenance cost by approximately $3,669 to $3,756 and 32% to 44%, respectively.
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The effect of engine type (4-, 6-, 8-, or 10-cylinder engines), however, was contrary to 

expectations. The purchase price of an average vehicle with a 6-cylinder engine was significantly 

less (by $4,970) than that of average vehicles with 4-cylinder engine While not statistically 

significant, the effect of both eight and ten-cylinder engines resulted in a decrease in the 

purchase price. This unexpected effect was also found in maintenance costs when examined by 

engine type. Compared to the reference group of 8-cylinder engines, vehicles with four-cylinder 

engines and six-cylinder engines cost 87% and 39% more to maintain, respectively. Similarly to 

style, a small portion of the fleet (approximately five percent) consisted of four-cylinder engines. 

Vehicle types with four-cylinder engines have a greater probability of being unavailable for 

purchase through the SEF and purchased through local markets, which results in higher purchase 

prices. As with style, the learning curve and purchase source may have influenced the 

unexpected maintenance cost and purchase price findings.

Drivetrain
Consistent with hypothesis, front-, all-, and four-wheel drive increased purchase price 

when compared with rear-wheel drive by $3,485, $4,510, and $7,510, respectively. Additionally, 

total maintenance cost increased by approximately 31%, 38%, and 46% for the front, all, and 

four-wheel drive, respectively, when compared to rear-wheel drive vehicles. This suggests that 

when UAF decides which vehicles to purchase, the rear-wheel drive vehicle will likely be the 

least expensive to purchase and maintain. However, given our transient student population and 

northern climate, safety and usability considerations may justify the expense of all-wheel or four- 

wheel drive vehicle.

Vehicle Replacement
Mercury Associates (2005) concluded the methodology for fleet replacement was 

inconsistent and led to an average fleet age that was excessive and implied that the cost of 

maintaining the fleet was unnecessarily high. The monetary effects of vehicle age can be viewed 

in three categories of costs: operations, maintenance, and replacement cost. As a vehicle ages, it 

suffers from the degradation of operational characteristics, such a fuel efficiency, and fails to 

capture the increased efficiencies of newer vehicles. The purchase price of a vehicle was found 

to increase each year. The effect of age on total annual maintenance was significant, positive, 

and exhibited diminishing marginal returns. The divergence of a vehicle's initial purchase price 

and replacement price has the effect of reducing the purchasing power of the replacement fund.
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Operational cost
There are private and social costs of operating a fleet. The private cost of fuel is the 

second largest cost incurred by a fleet (Brown, 2014). The pollution that results from fuel 

consumption is the social cost that is born by the community. At the time of this study, UAF had 

vehicles in operation that ranged from the model year 1977 to 2017. During that period, average 

vehicle fuel efficiency almost doubled (EPA, 2016). Decreasing the average age of the fleet from 

11.6 to 5.5 was estimated to reduce fuel consumption by 83,794 gallons, save $217,864 in fuel 

expense, and decreased tailpipe emissions by approximately 47%. A combination of increased 

fuel efficiency, decreased fuel consumption, and lower tailpipe emissions resulted in an 

estimated reduction of CO2 emissions by 69% (1,766 US tons).

Maintenance cost
As the age of a vehicle increases, so does its expected maintenance cost. This effect was 

evident at the fleet level as labor, materials, and total maintenance expense increased with the 

average age of the fleet (see Figure 9).

Figure 9. Maintenance cost increase with average vehicle age.

As the fleet aged and vehicles became more unreliable, maintenance shifted from 

preventive to reactive. This shift was accompanied by an increase in the number of work orders 

performed (see Figure 10).
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Figure 10. Work order type and frequency by fiscal year.

No evidence was found of a consistent fleet replacement methodology. This resulted in 

an increasing average fleet age and decreasing fleet size (see Figure 11).

Figure 11. Fleet size with purchase and disposal by fiscal year.

The aging fleet was found to require increasing work orders even in the face of a 

shrinking fleet (see Figure 12).
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Figure 12. Work orders per fleet vehicle by fiscal year.

The total maintenance cost per vehicle increase was “hidden” at the fleet level due to 

decreasing fleet size (see Figure 13).

Figure 13. Fleet size and maintenance cost.

Total maintenance cost increased with vehicle age and exhibited diminishing marginal 

returns. A one-year increase in year of service increased annual maintenance cost by 

approximately 13%. Diminishing marginal returns saw maintenance expense peak at year 13. 

That means that, on average, UAF is holding vehicles close to their maximum expected 

maintenance cost. When comparing the actual and model fleets, reducing average fleet age by 
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five years decreased the means, labor, materials, and total annual maintenance by 26%, 30%, and 

26%, respectively, and labor hours by 22%. Reduction in the average fleet age also resulted in 

reducing the maximum of the expected fleet maintenance expenses of total annual maintenance 

by 88%, labor cost 87%, materials cost 93%, labor hours 87%, and the number of work orders 

77%. Evidence suggests these trends are not unique to UAF. The great recession forced the 

extension of vehicle lifecycles in many fleets across the nation (Hard & Soft Cost, 2010). This 

extension resulted in increased maintenance transactions and cost by 20-30% on average (Hard 

& Soft Cost, 2010). The population dynamics models found that increasing the lifecycle of a 

vehicle by 10 years (from 10 to 20) is expected to increase the lifetime maintenance expense of 

the fleet by approximately $13,000,000.

Purchasing power
Consistent with hypothesis, the nominal purchase price was found to increase by $601.59 

per year. The divergence between the initial purchase price and replacement price of a vehicle 

has the effect of reducing the purchasing power of the replacement fund. The population 

dynamics model, using a fleet size of 251 vehicles at an initial capital investment of 

approximately $5,000,000, would have a lifespan of 50 years before becoming insolvent. During 

that time, the replacement fund would purchase approximately 1,000 vehicles at an expected 

total cost of $35,000,000. Extending the vehicle lifecycle by ten years extended the fleet's 

lifespan by ten years. However, extending the vehicle lifecycle by ten years reduced the 

replacement fund's purchasing power by approximately $10,000,000. This resulted in about 375 

fewer vehicles being purchased. The difference in purchasing power can be calculated as

P0∕(P0 + t(x)) = % recovered
where p0 is the initial purchase price of a vehicle and p0 + t(x) is the replacement price of a 

vehicle. The greater the increase in time or replacement price (the denominator), the greater the 

decrease in percent recovered. The greater the rate at which replacement price increases, and the 

longer the period, the greater the inefficiency and loss of purchasing power of the replacement 

fund.

Rental prices
At UAF fleet rental prices (rp) are a function of depreciation (d), maintenance expense

(M) and overhead (OH) where rp(d, M, OH). The replacement fund (F) is a function of 

depreciation and useful life (c) where F(d * c) and depreciation is a function of initial purchase 
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price divided by useful life d(p0∕c). It follows that when t >10, the rental price of a vehicle 

should decrease by the amount of depreciation. Conversely, as replacement cost increases with 

time, the divergence between replacement cost and initial purchase price increases and pt > p0. 

This has two effects. The fleet rental price will bring in less revenue at a time when the expected 

replacement prices and maintenance costs are increasing. Given that total vehicle maintenance 

expense (M) is a function of use (u), age (a), specification (s), and quality (q), M(q, u, a, s). Then 

as the age of the fleet increases, so will the maintenance costs, which must be recovered through 

increasing rental prices. Therefore, keeping the fleet well-maintained and financially solvent 

results in prices that increase with age.

General Observations
Scarcity
The university has finite resources. In hard financial times, these resources are even more 

limited. Given the university's fleet replacement methods and budget constraints, in the short 

run, the fleet size and composition are fixed. This scarcity increases the value of resource 

management. Scarcity in vehicles means that seasonal fluctuations in demand can outpace 

supply. Furthermore, the number of mechanics limits the repairs that can be performed at any 

given time. The careful allocation of labor resources is crucial. Finally, while it is possible to 

keep a vehicle operational almost indefinitely, to do so may be economically prohibitive.

Asymmetric information and moral hazard
Asymmetric information occurs when one party knows more than the other. It is typically 

the case in the automotive industry that the mechanic possesses more knowledge of vehicle 

repairs than the vehicle owner. Resulting in a power dynamic in which the owner must rely on 

the judgment of the mechanic to decide whether and what repairs should be performed. 

Furthermore, the mechanic, whose job it is to make the repairs, is incentivized to do so and meet 

billable hour requirements. This is moral hazard and risks inefficient use of university resources. 

In the private sector, these incentives are tempered because the customer must pay the cost of the 

repairs and therefore balances cost and benefit.

Third-party payer system
The university is a third-party payer system. A classic example of a third-party payer 

system is the United States' healthcare system, wherein insurers act as middlemen between the 

provider and consumer. In a third-party payer system, the consumer does not bear the full cost of 
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what they consume. Consistent with supply and demand theory, as prices decrease, the quantity 

demanded is increased. Consequently, because the consumer does not pay the full cost, they over 

demand the good.

In the case of UAF's vehicle fleet, this has two implications. First, for a general vehicle 

user in an arctic environment, having a warm car is preferred to a cold car. Thus, end-user utility 

maximization dictates extensive vehicle idling is preferred to a cold vehicle. The likelihood of 

extensive idling is increased by the fact that UAF vehicle users do not pay for fuel out of their 

pocket. Given the principles of a third-party payer system, UAF fleet end-users will 

overconsume fuel. Second, because general maintenance is also not paid for by the end-user, 

they will over-demand repairs and maintenance. In summary, asymmetric information in vehicle 

maintenance combined with UAF's current benchmark methods within a third-party payer 

system results in an inefficient use of resources and the overconsumption of fuel.

Limitations
The record-keeping of maintenance costs at UAF are not specific enough to accurately 

represent true maintenance costs and will likely artificially inflate maintenance costs. 

Preventative maintenance is likely overestimated due to a similar lack of specificity in record

keeping practices. The lack of accurate maintenance records prevented examination of how 

repair type and frequency changed with age. A typical automotive analysis is performed on a 

cost-per-mile basis. A lack of mileage information resulted in using proxies, such as age, instead 

of mileage. Also, as a byproduct of inaccurate recordkeeping, unrelated or non-maintenance 

expenses were likely included in the data. While this was controlled for during regression 

analyses, the means found in the descriptive statistics may be artificially inflated. Expenditures 

may, as a result, be overrepresented. Maintenance response misreporting called into question the 

work order and phase level notes validity. For this reason, the author calculated Sum category 

was deemed no longer valid and not included in regression analysis. However, the table in 

Appendix B includes the construction of this variable for the curious reader.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Recommendations
The results of the current study show that capital investment, operation and maintenance 

expenses are directly impacted by vehicle specification choices. These results suggest that there 

are benefits to having a standardized vehicle purchasing methodology. Greater economies of 

scale can be captured in the initial purchase, parts inventory, and acceleration of the maintenance 

learning curve, which minimizes costs. Having a more homogenous fleet results in greater 

consistency in appearance and expectation for users, which may improve university image and 

morale.

Given the university's existing accounting practices and replacement methodology, the 
optimal strategy is to replace vehicles after their 10th year of service. That is, it is optimal to 

replace them at the end of their useful life. One caveat, is that lemons should be removed before 

the end of their useful life. Through precise, accurate tracking of maintenance, some vehicles 

will come to be identified as lemons and should thus be removed from the fleet. Vehicle 

replacement at the end of useful life creates clear expectations about what vehicles need to be 

replaced and when. More importantly, this study highlighted that guidelines would maximize the 

purchasing power of the replacement fund, minimizing the effect of the largest expense of the 

fleet: depreciation. Combining vehicle specification and consistent replacement yields numerous 

benefits to the fleet's second-largest expense: fuel. Additional benefits include having more 

reliable and safe vehicles, decreased variation in maintenance cost, and decreased downtime. 

Finally, consistent vehicle replacement and specification ultimately result in stable rental prices.

Vehicle use can be understood as rival. In the short run, fleet size and composition are 

fixed. This inevitably leads to problems of scarcity. The university's dynamic needs cause 

demand to fluctuate for both specification and quantity. Given that and the fixed fleet 

composition in the short term, demand can exceed supply. This results in some users not getting 

access to the vehicle they want. In an aging fleet, the problem is compounded when a vehicle 

breaks down and nobody can use it.

Fleet vehicles are excludable assets. The fleet manager's role is critical in executing 

proper vehicle specification, consistent replacement, and management of scarce resources. In the 

university's organization, three actors are crucial to fleet management: the end-user, the 

mechanic, and the fleet manager. The incentives of these actors do not necessarily align. Thus it 

becomes the fleet manager's job to arrange the incentives of the mechanic and the users with that 
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of the university's. It is the fleet manager who leverages the excludability of a vehicle to collect 

desired information and prohibit unwanted behaviors by the end-user. Proper vehicle 

specification and consistent replacement also minimize the impacts of the end user's utility

maximizing behaviors such as long idle time. The fleet manager must balance the tradeoffs 

between reliability and cost to reduce the effect of scarcity while meeting the end-users needs. 

Additionally, the potential for moral hazard in UAF's current system results in inefficient use of 

parts and labor. To mitigate this risk, the fleet manager needs to be the authority that leverages 

trade knowledge to ensure that repairs are only conducted until the point when marginal benefit 

equals marginal cost. The findings of this study suggest that within the current framework of 

UAF's fleet methodology: consistent replacement of fleet vehicles at the end of their useful lives 

will maximize the replacement fund's purchasing power, reduce total maintenance and 

operational cost, and stabilize fleet rental pricing.

Recommendations
1. Establish firm fleet replacement criteria based on a combination of factors including age, 

mileage, and physical and mechanical condition (Mercury Associates, 2005).

2. Record and compile vehicle usage data for routine review by the fleet manager (Alaska State 

Legislature, 1995; Mercury Associates, 2005; UAF, 2016).

3. Purchase and install telematics GPS devices (that are compatible with fleet management 

software) to collect and report usage information and provide real-time onboard vehicle 

diagnostics (UAF, 2016).

4. Identify and configure fleet management software that combines scheduling, telematics 

information, maintenance, fuel management, billing, and management reporting into a 

unified solution (Mercury Associates, 2005; UAF, 2016).

5. Require mileage to be recorded as a precondition of dispensing fuel.

6. Institute fully loaded rental rates that reflect the true costs of owning, operating, and 

replacing fleet vehicles (Alaska State Legislature, 1995; Mercury Associates, 2005).

7. Require as a minimum requirement fleet management experience when recruiting and 

selecting a fleet manager (Mercury Associates, 2005).

8. Centralize responsibility and authority with the fleet manager to execute decisions 

throughout the vehicle lifecycle from acquisition through disposal.
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9. Reduce variability in maintenance and repair costs by instituting a standard industry practice 

book hour system.

10. Invest in continuous education for staff and mechanics to meet the needs of a dynamic fleet 

(Mercury Associates, 2005).

11. Identify and implement methods of improving the accuracy and consistency of record

keeping by staff.

Future Directions
The above recommendations will require change management processes. Future fleet 

management and analysts may consider the developing of an on-going assessment of adopted 

recommendations as well as the potential spill-over benefits that can be realized. A logical next 

step is an analysis of fleet rental prices. Also, the context in which fleet management occurs is 

dynamic. The COVID-19 pandemic is a concern that has emerged since the analysis of this data. 

Its impacts on public transportation and fleet management are still being determined. Future 

analysis may identify the impacts of and optimal adaptations to COVID-19 within the 

management of the UAF vehicle fleet.
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Appendices
Appendix A

Table 17. Safety Features (N=374).
Variable Observations Mean Min Max
Front airbag driver side 2 .850 0 1
Front airbag passenger side 2 .799 0 1
Side airbag first row 2 .222 0 1
Side airbag second row 2 .059 0 1
Side airbag third row 2 .021 0 1
Knee airbag passenger 2 .011 0 1
Curtain airbag all rows 2 .136 0 1
Curtain airbag first row 2 .027 0 1
Passenger airbag occupant sensing 2 .155 0 1

deactivation
Passenger airbag deactivation switch 2 .227 0 1
Two front headrests 2 .955 0 1
Three front headrests 2 .021 0 1
Two rear headrests 2 .406 0 1
Three rear headrests 2 .083 0 1
Rear height adjustable headrests 2 .241 0 1
Rear integrated headrests 2 .013 0 1
Rear fixed headrests 2 .262 0 1
Passenger head restraint whiplash 2 .013 0 1

protection
Front seat belt pretensioners 2 .497 0 1
Front center lap belt 2 .281 0 1
Front center three-point belt 2 .048 0 1
Rear center lap belt 2 .505 0 1
Rear center three-point belt 2 .235 0 1
Child seat anchors 2 .612 0 1
Daytime running lights 2 .449 0 1
Dusk sensing headlights 2 .404 0 1
Xenon high intensity discharge 2 .003 0 1

headlights
Fog lights 2 .273 0 1
Auto delay-off headlights 2 .310 0 1
Turn signal mirrors 2 .088 0 1
Four-wheel antilock braking s 2 .933 0 1
Traction control 2 .310 0 1
Stability control 2 .289 0 1
Electronic brake force distribution 2 .874 0 1
Emergency braking assist 2 .037 0 1
Front/rear ventilated disk brakes 2 .401 0 1
Ventilated front/solid rear disk brakes 2 .142 0 1
Front/rear solid disk brakes 2 .096 0 1
Front disk - rear drum brakes 2 .361 0 1
Tire pressure monitoring system 2 .211 0 1
Remote anti-theft alarm 2 .337 0 1
Post-collision safety system 2 .168 0 1
Engine immobilizer 2 .535 0 1
Lane departure warning accident 2 .005 0 1

avoidance
Blindspot warning accident avoidance 2 .011 0 1
Blindspot and Land departure warning 1 0 0 0
Emergency interior trunk release 2 .021 0 1

Note. Data from the Department of Motor Vehicle (DMV) Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) searches, Edmunds.com, and Original 
Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) websites and owner's manuals. The above table does not take into account the fact that not all safety features 
are available for each vehicle; in other words, it penalizes the fleet in that it will under-represent the portion of vehicles with rear seat belts of 
any type since not all vehicles have rear seats. This is corrected for by calculating a safety score by seating configuration.
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Table 18. Safety Score Minimum and Maximum by Seating Configurations (N=374).
Seating Category Xmin Xmax xitMax
Bucket front .25 29 13.25
Bench front .25 31 16
Bucket front, bench rear .25 34 25.75
Bench front & rear .25 36 24
Bucket front, bench, bench .25 35 25.75
Bench, bench, bench .25 37 8.75
Note. xmin represents the minimum and xmαx represents the highest score a vehicle could achieve if it had every 
possible safety feature for the specified seating configuration. xitMax represents the highest actual score per 
seating configuration.

Table 19. Light-Duty Fleet Vehicle Normalized Safety Score (N=374).
Variable Observations Mean Min Max
Safety Score 109 34.68 2.42 73.65

Note. This table summarizes the normalized safety score for each of the six different seating configurations on a scale of 1-100.
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Appendix B

The sum variable was constructed using a codebook that consisted of 197 dichotomous 

variables where a value of one indicates that an activity was performed and zero does not. The 

197 maintenance activities were classified in 33 subsystems and the following nine primary 

systems: engine, drivetrain, chassis, cooling, lubrication, electrical, charging starting and battery, 

body, and other. This classification system constituted 23,897 individual observations. The tables 

in Appendix B illustrate the results of the primary and secondary categories. The summation of 

these maintenance activities on a per work order basis is represented by the variable sum.

Table 20. Sub-Systems.
Variable Obs Unique Mean Min Max
Engine 112 3 0.02 0 2
Air & fuel 60 3 0.01 0 3
Exhaust & emission 248 4 0.08 0 3
Heating/AC 446 5 0.11 0 4
Drivetrain 420 5 0.13 0 4
Transmission 156 4 0.03 0 3
Differential 52 3 0.02 0 2
Wheel & tire 2,060 13 0.55 0 14
Brake 798 7 0.23 0 8
Steering and suspension 769 8 0.22 0 8
Exterior 1,763 11 0.50 0 11
Interior 321 4 0.09 0 3
Glass 667 7 0.21 0 7
Cooling 114 3 0.01 0 2
Oil & fluid 2,661 11 0.86 0 10
Belts & hoses 130 4 0.04 0 4
Gaskets & seals 208 7 0.07 0 6
Filters, fluids, & pumps 276 5 0.08 0 4
Ignition 38 3 0.01 0 2
Charging 62 3 0.01 0 3
Starting 750 9 0.34 0 8
Battery 754 8 0.22 0 12
Motors & regulators 40 3 0.01 0 2
Communication, navigation, & radio 256 4 0.05 0 3
Gauges & meters 52 3 0.02 0 2
Lights & signals 373 6 0.10 0 6
CPU, fuses, switches, sensors, & warning 679 9 0.20 0 12
Wiring 109 3 0.02 0 2
Diagnostic services 8,836 19 2.46 0 19
Upfit 161 3 0.06 0 2
DOT compliance 40 5 0.01 0 4
Warranty & recall 87 4 0.03 0 3
Remote vendor 399 8 0.11 0 7
Note. These variables were calculated by the author from the UAF vehicle work order dataset.
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Table B-2 Primary Systems
Variable Obs Unique Mean Min Max
Work order issues 23,897 49 6.89 0 64
Engine system issues 866 6 0.23 0 5
Drivetrain systems issues 628 5 0.18 0 4
Chassis systems issues 6,378 23 1.79 0 27
Cooling systems issues 114 3 0.13 0 2
Lube systems issues 3,275 14 1.05 0 13
Electrical systems issues 3,113 15 0.96 0 22
Charging, Starting, & 1,569 12 0.57 0 18
Battery systems issues
Body systems issues 2,751 14 0.80 0 14
Other factors of interest 9,523 21 2.68 0 28
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Appendix C

Figure 14. Nominal price correlation matrix.

Figure 15. Log transformation of total annual maintenance cost.
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